
in the clinic or just the nurse

It was the first tme saw him was here

Was where

Right here

Okay So you never saw and uve kino of iF

tte Court motioned towaro the table Are we talking about

specific physician or person

cant remember that part It was toc much

trauma going on at that time to mess up my mind

10 THE COURT Thats okay On that firsu da7y when the

11 nurse you know your wife went fcr the colonoscopy did

12 ycu at any time meet physician doctor Din doctor ever

13 come and talk to you

14 THE WITNESS No

15 THE COURT So you only saw the nurse that day

16 THE WITNESS Thats right

17 THE COURT Okay Do you remember anyrhino about

18 that nurse Was it woman or man

19 THE WITNESS man

20 THE COURT It was man

21 THE WITNESS Uh huh

22 THE COURT Okay Din did you did he introduce

23 himse or give ou his name or nytiuing

z4 THE WITNESS Im sore he did but

25 THE COURT But you dont remember it
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THE TtIIThESS No

THE COURT Well tbats fine Okay co on Mr

Staudaher

BY MR STAUDAHER

So after so assume you left at that poInt

with your wife

Yes

At this stage other than this air did you

think that there was anything wrong or did you you cad your

10 wife contemplate there being problem

11 We did think things were wrong but who are we

12 you know They said everythino was going to be fine she may

13 experience pain with the gas That was it

14 Beside the the Gas that you describeo dd

15 they say anything else about what you should do in the event

16 something takes you know something untoward happens or how

17 to treat it further than just Gas

18 dont ever recall anythino like that

19 just the qas comes straioht tc the mind

20 So did you go cme after that

21 Yes

22 Kind of walk us through what happens next

23 you would

24 She complained all the time so went ano got

25 the Gas and nothing worked Pain increased until it cot
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really intense the whole hit But think there was

telephone calls made to this place and they said if something

happened got worse then we should go to the doctor Theres

local doctor there which we did the next morning

THE COURT Did you go to the doctor ir Pahrump or

did you have to drive back in to Las Vegas

THE WITNESS No in Pahrurnp we

THE COURT In Pahrump you had doctor there

THE WITNESS And thats when the nurse it was

10 doctors assistant that took her and had an exam and he said

11 tnat there was great injustice done

BY MR STAUDAHER

11 So when as far as your interaction with

14 you said that you made some phone calls or there were some

15 phone calls made around ths time when your wife is having

16 trouble

17 Oh yes

Is this back to the clinic that you

Yes

20 actually had Gealt with

21 Right

22 Do you remember who you spoke with there

23 No not exactly

24 Do you remember at one point giving report or

25 sending report in to the State Medical Board complaint

KIARR REPRTING INC
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Yes did It was should have wrote it

much different Im sure but thinking now what should have

done But anyway yes complained about after we found

this out that she had to have CT scan and everythinc done at

the local hospital up there And then they proceeded to have

her an ambulance to Spring Valley Hospital to have her

where she was punctured They it was very

traumatic

So and Im sorry sir dont mean to to

10 upset you But when you brought her or when she came to

11 the hospital did she have to have any kind of surgery or

12 arything like that to correct ths puncture

13 They most certainly did It vas it wan an

14 emergency in the middle of the night

15 What kind of surgery did she have to have If

16 you know

17 They had to repair the puncture ard she was

18 ended up with colonoscopy bac for better than year which

19 had to tend to myself along with the nurse that -ome in

20 THE COUFT So she tao to actually have colostomy

zl as result of

/2 THE WITNESS Yes

23 THE COURT that Arid then was that eventualy

24 reversed before she passed away

25 THE WITNESS Yes It took about year
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THE COURT About year that she had the bac

THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT Okay And you had to help with the

cleaning nd all that stuff

THE WITNESS Exactly

THE COURT Okay Oid you file medical malpractice

lawsut

THE WITNESS No tried dealing with the man

had actual insurance company which understano later

10 found cut he was part ownership of this

11 THE COURT Dr Desai

THE WITNESS Yes And anyways they walked us

ii around for year didnt want to never believed in

14 ldwyers and still dont But anyways we we decided wed

15 ty to get some compensation for gasoline and the expenses

16 tndt were caused by this thing and they walked us arouno

17 ry cad so called nurse that runs the mutual insurance

18 comoany She managec she knew that which we diant know

19 aut the time limit it was going to run out They walked us

20 all arcund that for year

zl THE COURT So you never got any money

22 THE WITNESS Never got thing They anc they

2c jLst said whatever the insurance company they shoulc have

24 we sent complaint in there that they should not have been

z5 clarged at all and Medicare should have never been charced at
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all

THE COURT Okay Sc

THE WITNESS All went to deaf ears

THE COURT Did you did you ever consult with

plaintiffs lawyer but or you just dont like lawsuits and

you didnt

THE WITNESS Wel then there was yes we got in

on what they call

THE COURT Class action

10 THE WITNESS Class action That was the only deal

11 we ever dealt with yes

12 THE COURT Did you get any money out of that

13 THE WITNESS No

14 THE COURT Nothing

15 THE WITNESS Nothing

16 THE COURT And thats ll over Theres nothing

17 Im assuming that would be all over or still pending or do you

18 know

19 THE WITNESS dont what do you mean by over

20 THE COURT Is it is tfle case over that clss

21 THE WITNESS Wel never heard thing so

22 THE COURT You never heard thing after that

23 THE WITNESS No

24 THE COURT Okay

25 THE WITNESS No
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BY MR STAUOAHER

Back in November of 2006 did you file

complaint with the State Medical Board related to what had

happened

Yes but think now were

looking at got copy of it Yes did file it She

my wife is the one that started on page one or so with

and tnen ended up put the remarks on the last page if you

read thdt

10 So theres series of documents that you and

11 medical records that you filed with the complaint to the

12 Medical Board

13 Yes Yes we have ttem

14 MR STALDAHER Your Honor may approach

15 THE COURT You may

16 BY MR STAUDAHER

17 1\o sir 3ou had said that you

18 MS STANISH Excuse me Can see what youre

19 showing him

20 MR STALOAHER Oh Im sorry This is Bates number

21 648 or 6846 6847 ano 6848

22 MS STANISH Tiank you

23 MR STAUDAHER My come up wi the with this

24 Your Honor

25 THE COURT Sure
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BY STAUDAHER

Sir Im showing showing you these documents

here

Yes

And want to ask you couple questions First

of all theres signature on on 6847 Do you recoanize

that signature

Thats mine

Okay

10 Yes

11 And the writing on this

12 These are all my printing yes

13 So this is all of your

14 Yes But she states on here over here

15 thought it read that she was making the complaint Mayhe Im

16 wrong

17 Well does it say your name William Lathrop and

18 the corrplainu form

19 Yes

20 to the Nevada State Board of Medical

21 Examiners

22 Yes

/3 And theres narrative portion over here where

24 its where its got some tandwrltten portions

25 Yeah
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Do you recal tht

Yes thats lI mine

Thats yours

Yes

So at the time you filed this complaint this is

what you wrote

Yeah

Now you said tmt yoi hcd some difficulty

remembering the name of the doctors or who you mealt with at

10 the clinic Do you recall toat

11 Yes

12 Okay Would it refresh your memory to look at

13 page 6848 and review that nd then tell me who the physician

14 or physicians were tint you dedlt with

15 MS STANISH Im sony Could we have some

16 foundation on when and win you dealt with first or is this

17 from

18 MR STAUDAHER Thats to refresh his memory

19 asked him question earlier so dskng him who he dealt

20 with

21 THE COURT dont kow he dealt with anybody

22 personally

23 MS STANISH It soonoed this is what Im trying

24 to say Michael or sorry Can we have some foundation

25 THE COURT Did you yourself ever talk to doctor at
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ary time when your wife is going throuoh all of this in any of

your calls or anything D2d you ever to yonr knowleege

speak with physician

THE WITNESS No

THE COURT Okay Who did you did you talk to

nurse or

THE WITNESS There always seemed to be nurse

We11 rrany times as were trying to get in down there to get

cull in maybe it seemed like it was always somebody who

10 was like spokesman for the outfit

11 THE COURT Okay So you never actually got to talk

12 to doctor

13 THE WITNESS No

14 THE COURT You yourself

15 THE WITNESS Nope

16 THE COURT Okay And do you know would that are

17 you refreshing his recollection to who her physician was

18 the wifes

19 IR STAUDAHER Actually that he actually went

20 and talked to doctor

21 THE COURT Oh oKay

22 THE WITNESS His is ndme is on the

23 THE COURT Okay Why dont you read that over to

24 yourself then quietly just read it to yourself

25 MR STAUDAHER Yeah just red this read this
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THE COURT and then Mr Staudhe will ask you

some questions if that refreshes your memoiiy

THE WITNESS Yeah she made the cell the next

morning

BY MR STAUDAHER

Did that help litt bt
Yeah As far as that goes yes oh huh

Okay But did you actually tba you ta ked

to Dr Desai in your in your handwritten sto ement

10 Never

11 You never aid

12 Never

13 So when you say Dr Desai here wYo aie you

14 referring to Do you see where It says

15 MS STANISH Your Honor if may irterject an

16 objection here My reading of this compidint is that Ths

17 hearsay

18 THE COURT Well lets

19 MS STANISH that hes relatino one

20 THE COURT This just flering out of the

21 presence of -he jury to oct to the bottom uf toinos So

22 lets

23 MS STANISH Okay

24 THE COURT lets get to the bottorn of what really

25 happened and then if obviously if he does
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MS STAINISH All rght

THE COURT testfy well exclude any hearsay

But at this point its not clear to me You know maybe he

did t0lk to somebody oont know

53 MR STAUDAHER

When here where its talking about your wife

an you your wife called Dr Desai that day

Yeah she did all the talking

Okay So she was on the phone with him

10 Yes

11 When were you present when she was making the

12 phone calls

13 Yes definitely

14 Okay Was she talking to in based on what

15 youve written here and refreshed your memory with if you

16 hcive wds she talking with Dr Desai getting aovice from him

17 couldnt tell you that because whoever it was

18 but take it that she did not remember her saying she

19 tdlked to nurse or somebody but dont think she ever dd

20 talk to him

21 Okay So at some point though you contact the

z2 offce and talk to somebody or your wife does

z3 Oh several times

24 How many times did you actually call the office

25 you or ycur wife if you recall to try to get information
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would say would say 4wo to thiee tmes

When you made these phone calls oio you try to

get ahold of the doctor Im talking about Dr Desai Dd

your wife speak with him

Well assume she was trying to oet aholo of

the doctor yes

Well you were there were iou

was there while shes making the call yes

So who was she trying to call

10 Anybody that could give her help with her

11 problem

12 So the calls were going back to Dr Desais

13 clinic

14 Yes think they were relayed bac ano forth

15 to him or somebody there to but donu believe she malked

16 to him either

17 After this hdppered where she goes to the

18 hospital did you have any further contac ith the office

19 Did you call them and tell them what hcppened mear know

20 you said you talked to the insurance company

21 Yeah

22 but did you ever talk to the Dr Desais

23 offce

24 dont believe we ever called back there after

25 The other places were taking care of he at Sprino Valley
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Hospital Dr Davis clown there And so we had no more

dealings with the after she was being taken care of

Did was there ever any scheduled follow up

visits with Dr Desai or his clinic or anybody from his his

organization

So she then dealing with different doctors

after that

Yes

10 MR STALDAHER have nothing further

11 THE COURT Let me let me ask you this Okay

12 The day after her proedure you and your wife go and see your

13 doctor in Pahrump correct

14 THE WITLESS Yes

15 THE COURT Okay Does he just send you home then or

16 does he send you to the hospital in Las Vegas

17 THE WITRESS Directly to the hospital

18 THE COURT Directly to the hospital

19 THE WITLESS Yes

20 THE COURT Dd it were you transported by

21 ambulance

22 THE WITNESS Yes

23 THE COURT So an ambul0nce comes to tie doctor and

z4 transports your tife to Las Venas Is that what happened or

25 that
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THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT Okay

THE WITNESS Down to Spring Valley Hospital

THE COURT Okay And then did you ride Im just

curious did you ride with her in the ambulance or din ou

fol ow in your car or

THE WITNESS She went on her own In rainy right

THE COURT Okay Din the ambulance piaK her up at

your house or from the doctors office in Pahrump do you

10 remember

11 THE WITNESS From the hospital believe

12 THE COURT Okay Mr Staudaher do you have cny

13 follow up based on

14 MR STAUDAI-TER Just one or two on that

15 THE COURT Im little confused

16 BY MR STAUDAHER

17 After she noes to the hospital ann she know

18 she had to have this this colostomy bag how did she do

19 after that mean was was she beside having to dea

20 with the colostomy bag was there any problem that she

21 continued to have because of this

22 Oh yes There was rupture involved ann an

23 operation after this It just all went downhill from

24 And do you recall how long it was after the

25 procedure the procedure was on the 6th of September ann do
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you remember hcw many days it was after that that she actually

had the operation

From his place

From his place to the time that she actually

ends up in the hospital having the operation

The next day

So the very next day

Yes

And just so were clear on this when she left

10 his clinic that day she was experiencing problems

11 Oh yes

12 And They just told her to take GasX

13 Yes

14 MR STAUDAHER Nothing further Your Honor

15 THE COURT All rght Cross

16 CROSS EXAMINATION

17 BY MS STANISH

18 Mr Lathrop do you recall whether your wife

19 talked to Dr Sharma the day after her procedure

20 Its very possible didnt know who he was or

21 dont know if she even knew

22 Okay As understand it you were standng

z3 near your wife while she was talking to various people on the

24 ptone correct

25 Very close yes
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And at what and in of these calls she talked

to someone named Dr Sharm

You say so dont

You dont know

No

Okay Fair enouch Your wife was directed b3

someone on phone call to get to emergency clinic

correct

believe so yes

10 And thereafter she was rushed to the hospital

11 for surgery to perforation correct

12 lhats correct

13 All right Did did you ever acquire her

14 medical records from the gastro center

15 Im sure she did She collected everything

16 Were you aware that she signed document that

17 set forth the risk of colonoscopy including perforation

18 Dont you fave to do that every time you oo in

19 for any kind of procedure Its just

20 Okay So

21 release to

z2 Did you see those records guess should ask

z3 you that

24 Im sure dId

25 Okay Do you remember them Do you remember
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the records

That particu ar one

Right

hot from memory right now

Okay Di dio the district attorney or or

the Lds Vegas Metropoltan Police ever ask you to turn over

medical records of your wife to them

dont recd_l

Do how by the way sir how old was your

10 wife at the time she had the colonoscopy

11 Can contact my niece

12 Oh If you oont know thats okay

13 Okay

14 You know its all right Were you ultimately

15 informed by the Medical Boand of Examiners that they were not

16 going to take any action based on your complaint

17 thin.K it rcn cut or

18 investigating They done an far as they could or they went as

19 far as they could help me Thats all remember

20 The Meolcal Boaro of Examiners not Im not

21 talking well the Meiicmi Board of Examiners do you

22 remember who you talKed to ttere

23 Not anymore

24 Sure All rght Do you remember getting

25 letter from them saying that they were nur goino to take any
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action on your complaint

remember sometfing like that yes

Do do you know who what docror referred

your wife to the gastro clinic

Im sure it was Tannoury

Im sorry

Dr Tannoury

Dr Tannoury hes your doctor in hes

the doctor in Pahrump

10 At the at the tme he was

11 THE COURT In Pahrump He was your doctor in

12 Pahrump

13 THE WITNESS Yes

14 THE COURT Okay

15 BY MS STANISH

16 And sir if you recall do you remember why he

17 wanted your wife to have to go to the gastro center Was

18 there medical reason that he thought needed to be addressed

19 think it was all directed from that what is

20 it the thing senior dimensions

21 THE COURT Was it just because she was certain age

z2 and over certain age they tell you

23 THE WITNESS hat is why yes

24 THE COURT Is chat what they told you

zS THE WITNESS They did uh huh Yeah it was no
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medical emergency from Tanroory ttats for sure

THE COURT Had she ever tao one before or was that

her first one

THE WITtESS Yes that wcs the whole deal then

BY MS STANISH

Was your wife experience before goinc to the

gastro center before seeing doctor there was your wife

complaining about having stomach pain

No

10 You han mertonec tn0t you had heard that Dr

11 Desai had an interest in the insurance company Did you get

12 tf at from newspaper

13 It came out someplice cant remember where

14 it came

15 MS SThNISH Okay have nothing further

16 THE COURT All rght Mr Sentacroce do you have

17 any qoestions

18 MR SANTACROCE No

19 THE COURT Anything else Mr SLaudaher for ths

20 witness

21 MR STAUDAHER Just for the purposes of this

22 hearing Id like to since counsel 0sked about this as

23 wel Id like to mark and adroit toe the documents that

24 were suhnitted by

25 THE COURT Any object mean its Courts
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exhbit

MS STANISH What would like Your Honor is for

him to give you the whole story So does that include the

Med cal Board

MR STAUDAHER Its its ll in the records

MS STANISH Everything got youre olving to the

Judce

MR STAUDAHER Right

MS STANISH Okay

10 THE COURT Thats fine All right Sir tfank you

11 for being here and please dont discuss your testimony with

12 anyone else All right You are excused Thank you

13 THE WITNESS Can take these home with me

14 THE COURT No All right Mr Staudaher is the

15 next witness queued up on court call to me or do we have to

16 set it up

17 MR STAUDAHER believe so think we set it up

18

19 THE CLERK set it up

/0 THE COURT Okay Ooesnt matter the oroer so

21 THE CLERK Ms Phelps are you still there

22 THE COURT All rght Ms Phelps can you hear me

23 THE WITNESS Yes ccn

z4 THE COURT All right this is udge this is Judge

25 Aoar Pxid can 3iou tell us where you are right now
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WITNESS am in Azizona my home

THE COURT Im okay Were havino trouble

hearing you Can you say that agan

THE WITNESS Im sorry hd surgery two months

aco on my neok and Im having hdrd time with my voice

apologize

THE COURT No no We dort we oidnt have the

equipment turned up loud enougf Now Cdfl hear you And

youre in your home where

10 THE WITNESS Im in my hone in Litlefield Arizona

11 THE COURT Okay Maam where you are just stand

12 and raise your right hand and the clerk will administer the

13 oath to you

14 THE WITNESS Okay

15 LISA PHELPS STATES WITNESS SWORN

16 THE CLERK Thank you Please s-ate and spell your

17 first and last name for the record

18 THE WITNESS My name is Lisa Phelps

19 MS WECKERLY Can you spell your name

20 THE WITNESS Im sorry Yes is
21 Phelps
z2 THE COURT All right Thank you Ms Wecker you

23 may ask the witness your questions

z4 DIRECT EXAMINATION

25 BY MS WECKERLY
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Thank you Good morning Ms Phelps want to

direct youx attention to July the 14th of 2000 On that date

did you have procedure at the Endoscopy enter of Southern

Nevd
This is Lisa Phelps Yes did

Okay Arid who was the doctor that referred you

for your proceduxe

My faintly doctor Or did

And what type of procedure did you have

10 had colonoscopy

11 Now do you remember the the street that the

12 fec lty was on or where it was

ii Idonot

14 Okay Tell us about what you remember about

15 wi en you cxrived at the clinic

16 Okay When arrived at the clinic my husband

17 was with me as soon as walked in the door it was

18 rca ly crowded checkec in and we stood for while bof ore

19 seat was available to us

20 Okay Had you

Li dont remember

z2 Oh Im sorry Had you had to do prep or

23 drink some lidrid the nicht before in preparation for your

z4 procedure

25 Yes did
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Okay And so you had done all that riuht

Yes did

Okay And you you get to the waitno room

area and theres some people there

Thats oorreot

And do you remember tow long you h0o

before you were oalled back for your prooedure

dont remember know ic was guite whIle

thougti

10 Okay At some point you were oalleo baok

11 correot

12 That is oorrect

13 What do you remember after you were al1eo back

14 to have your procedure done

15 Well remember them taking me bacK into tYe

16 dressing room to go ahead and put gown on arid then they put

17 me on waiting bed and got an IV started

18 Okay

19 And at that point dont remember how lonu

20 had to wait but they took me in to the room to 00 the

21 colonoscopy

22 And when you got into the room to do the

z3 colonoscopy was there someone there who was goinc to

24 aominister like sedative or semation medication to yoa

Yes there was There was nurse there with me
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to administrate the sedative to me

And do you remember if the nurse was male or

female or anything about the nurse at all

If remember oorreotly it was female nurse

Okay And dd th0t person alk to you at

apologize oidnt hear the guestlor

Thats okay Dio that nurse tLe female talk

to you at all before the prooeoure

dont remember if she did or not

10 Okay Tell us what you remember about onoe you

11 got into the prooedure room

12 remember that had waited for few minutes

13 before the dootor oame in Ant then he told the nurse to go

14 ahead and start with the medioaton and was waiting and

15 didnt feel anything He said okay were goino to go ahead

16 and were going to start And told him at the time it was

17 hurting really bad And tried to turn and he told the

18 assistant to hold me down and make sure didnt move But

19 they didnt give me anymore medioation so was ir oonstant

20 pain and kept telling him that

21 Okay Let me baok up just little bit Okay

22 Okay

23 Someone did at least from your observation

24 administer some anesthesia to you is that mean did it

25 look like something was injeoted into you
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Yes

Okay And your if Im understanding you

correctly ib didrUt make you feel any different or drowsy or

make ycu fall asleep

to it didnt was wide awake

THE COURT Sometmes when they give can you hear

me anesthesia hev ask you to count down or they say

youre going to be relaxed Did the nurse anesthetist say

arything like that to you Save you count or do anything

10 THE WITNESS No she did not

11 THE COURT Okay

12 BY MS WECKERLY

13 And did you what did you say if anything to

14 let the the medical providers know that the anesthesia for

15 whatever reason hadnt worked

16 Well told them that was still hurting

17 really bad and he just told me to just breathe and he just

18 told it told his assistants to hold me down

19 And when you say he told you to just breathe

20 who who are you referring to

21 Dr Desai

22 And when you were he told you directly to

23 breathe did that help

24 No it did not and told him that

25 And when the when he told the guess the
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other people in the room to hold you down how how did they

hold you what what happened

They grabbed my hands and they held my hands

down and they made sure that ws completely still within the

top part of my body

Did you say anything at that point

Yeah told them that was uncomfortable and

told them that it wasnt fair

Arid what what did he do

10 He didnt do anything He just told me that

11 that just needed to breathe

12 And what mean what happened after tf at Did

13 the procedure continue or describe what happenen

14 Yes Dr Desai continued the procedure untd he

15 had it finished dont know how long it was but was in

16 pain until he was done with it So he did not stop the

17 procedure when told him was hurting

18 At at some point the procedure ended

19 correct

20 Correct

21 And what happened to you Where did what

22 were you still tell us what happened once the procedure

23 ended

24 Well once the procedure ended was taken into

/5 room think it was the recovery room and tfey put me up
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against the wall was dont know how big was in

there was in there by myself and just laio there and

just was upset so started to ory And Dr Desai came

walking through and said oh youre finally sleeping And

Im like Im not sleepinc

So he wher youre in the recovery area he

walked by and said that tnat youre finally sleeping

Yes

And your what was your response

10 looked at him said no Im not sleeping

11 And did he mean check you over or see if you

12 were okay or do any kind of medical stuff to you at tf at

13 point

14 No he did not He just walked right by me

15 Okay What happened after that

16 nurse came in and told me to go in the

17 dressing room and to get dressed And as was getting

18 dressed my husband was alloweo to come back and help me Anc

19 he saw how upset was and told him what happened

20 When you when you were speaking to your

21 husband when describe what your demeanor was

22 was really upset was shakino and crying

23 and he didnt he was upset to the fact as well

24 Do you eventually after you get dressed talk

25 to anyone else at the clinic
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went out to make follow up 0ppointment

That was the only time tclked to anybody else then went

home

Okay And did you actudlly have follow up

appointment

did have follow up appointmen the fo_lowino

week

Arid you attended that

Idid

10 What happened at the follow up appointment

11 Dr Desai came in to talk to me and told him

12 had an appointment with abs PA and that she was going to

13 explain everything to me He says well just wanteo talk

14 to you and let you know what was going And was just so

15 upset told him had an appointment with the PA ard he

16 left the room and told me that Anita would explain thinos to

17 Re

18 So did he oiscuss the findings of your procedure

19 at all with you at that follow up appointment

20 think he did He said that had irritable

21 bowel syndrome from the colonoscopy that he got hack from the

z2 test results

23 Did you say anytLing to him about what you had

24 experienced during the procedure when you saw him at the

25 follow up appointment
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No old not didrYt even want to talK to

him

At at some point does the PA or physicians

assistant come in the ppointment room

She dc
Ano wh0t did you what did you tell her or

him

told her exactly what happened to me during

the colonoscooy and she apologized to me for it She said

10 cant believe some hing liKe that would happen to you And

11 told her that it did and she apologized to me for it

12 At

13 And and she realized that was really

14 upset was shakino ano ard she tried to calm me down

15 At some point after that did you file

16 complaint wiTh the Medical Board

17 Idid

18 And was that letter that you wrote

19 describing what had happened during your procedure

20 It did

21 And dio you receive response from the Medical

22 Board

23 Idid

24 And do you recall what their response was

25 They said rht they found nothing wrong with
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wnat Dr Desai had done and that my case was closed

Thank you maam

MS WECKERLY Ill pass the witness Your Honor but

wll moving to admit her

THE COURT Complaint to the board

MS WECKERLY complaint as well as the outcome

THE COURT Ckay Any no obiection as org as the

complaint

MS STANISH So long as its comulete sure

10 THE COURT Okay

11 MS WECKERLY Its complete

12 THE COURT All right

13 MS STAKISH Well trust you Here Ive got it

14 All right

15 MS WECKERLY Its all of it

16 MS STANISH Okay Thank you

17 THE COURT All right Ms Stanish you may question

18 the witness

19 CROSS EXAMINATION

20 BY MS STANISH

21 Good morning Ms Phelps

22 Good morning

23 My names Margaret Stanish and represent Dr

24 Oesai Did you ever obtain copy of your medical records

zS from the gastro center
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Ididnot

Did you ever provide well let me ask you

this maam Prior to the prooedure had you had any surgery

previous surgery

Yes did had hysterectomy in 99 and

had my gallbladder removed in 2000 think remembered the

dates right dont remember the exact dates

Its oka7 And as understand it you were

referred by your primary dootor to the gastro oenter beoause

10 you were having symptoms similar to indioating irritable

11 bowel syndrome is that oorreot

12 That is oorreot

13 And were you aware that you were administered

14 oonsoious sedation as opposed to unoonsoious sedation

15 No was not remember that was told that

16 would be heavily sedated and would need to have somebody

17 to there to take me home

18 MS STANISH have nothing further

19 THE COURT All rght Mr Santaorooe any

20 questions

21 MS STANISH Oh Im sorry did forget something

22 THE COURT Oh thats fine Go ahead Ms Stariish

23 BY MS STANISH

24 Im sorry Ms Phelps did the metropolitan

25 polioe or the distriot attorney ever ask you to provide your
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medical records

dont remember if they did or rot

Okay Thank you maam

THE COURT Ms Weckerly any

MR SANTACROCE nave couple

THE COURT Oh Im sorry Yes

CROSS EXAMINATION

BI MR SANTACROCE

Do you remember what date the procecure wcs on

10 The date was July 14th 2000

11 Arid the the anesthetist was femae

12 That is correct

13 Do you know how many people were in the

14 procedure room

15 dont remember know theres Dr Desai and

16 and the other nurse dont remember anybony se

17 Im sorry How many people did you say

18 said two as far as can remember

19 Okay fine Thank you

20 Youre welcome

21 THE COURT Ms Weckerly any questions

z2 MS WECKERLY No thank you

23 THE COURT have question this is the Jidge On

24 the prior surgeries youve had did you ever have problem or

25 an allergy to anesthesia or anything like that
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THE WITNESS No did not

THE CCJJRT CKa Any followup to the Courts last

question

MS WECKERLY No YcLr Honor

THE COURT Ms Stanish cny follow up

MS STANISH No Your Honor

THE COURT Mr SLntacroce

MR SANTACROE No tURnk you

THE COURT All rlgot maam Thank you for your

10 testimony Ple0se dont dscuss your testimony with anyone

11 else at this noint And were going to turn were going to

12 end the call Thank you

13 THE WITNESS Thank you very much for your time

14 THE COURT All rgnt Kenny And maam you can

15 just go ahead and hang up

16 THE WITNESS Okay thank you

17 MS STANISH Your Honor may correct what think

18 is an error in the recoro

19 THE COURT Okay

20 MS STANISH dont believe that from the limited

21 number of documents have related to this case dont

22 believe this was CRNA who was administering anesthesia

23 think it was an PH This in the year 2000 mind you Ad

24 the and the records also show that this is not propofol

25 thats being administereo its the oh Versed its
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Demerol dnd Versed is my understanding So this is

different type of anesthesia than what we have at issue here

its anrcnscious sedation

THE COURT Right

MS STANISH Im sorry Its conscious sedatIon

not uoconscious sedation

THE COURT Right But isnt Versed isnt one

tYe thats an amnesiac isnt it So if she had been

sei0ted she shouldnt have remembered it is that correct

10 STAUDAHER It has amnestic properties Thats

11 not its only property obviously but that does yes thats

12 cue of the things it does

13 THE COURT Im just saying undenstand thats

14 different procedure

15 MS STANISH Okay

16 THE COURT but that would be suggestive of the

17 fact whatever happened she didnt it didnt work on her

18 she didnt get enough or and obviously the Demerol The

19 point cf that Im assuming is so that you dont feel any pain

20 or discomfort and it relaxes you All right Can we get the

21 next person on the Court call

22 MR STAUDAHER That would be Ms Zirimerman

23 THE COURT Is anyone else on Lets try her again

24 ten Maybe she got bored and hung up or because you

25 know it occurs to me she could be there hello hello and no
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ones answering her and she micht think she was disconnected

or something and have hung up so

MR STAUOAHER And talked to her yesterday and she

knew we Well have her number gtess

cou call could call her and hdve her do call the

number Is that the way it works Could could do

that Your Honor

THE COURT Sure

MR STAUDAHER And do you do you know what number

10 shes supposed to call the Ccirt call stuff

11 THE CLERK Im assuming it would be the same number

12 we have

13 MR STAUDAHER WHich is what

14 THE CLERK 800 584 7439

15 THE COURT All right Is everyone ready

16 MR STAUDAHER Yes Your Honor

17 THE COURT All right Maam where are you located

18 Can she hear me

19 MR STAUDAHER Cdn you hear Ms Zinrnerman

20 THE WITNESS No cant

21 THE COURT Oh okay Would you ask Ms Zimmerman

22 where shes located

23 MR STAUDAHER Ms Zimmerman where are you located

24 at

25 THE WITNESS Pardon me
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MR STAUDAHER Yes Where where are you

physically located right now

THE WITNESS Belvidere Illinois

THE COURT Okay Maam this is Judge Adair Can

you hecr me

THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT All right need you just an stcrd and

raise your right hand anc the clerk here in Couft wll

acminlster the oath to you Okay

10 THE WITNESS All right

11 THE COURT All right

12 86MARILYN ZIMMERMAN STATES WITNESS SWORN

13 THE CLERK Thank you Please state your first dnd

14 last name and please spell it for the record

15 THE WITNESS Marilyn Zimmerman

16 Zimmerman
17 THE COURT All right Thank you Mr Staucaher

18 you may proceed

19 DIRECT EXAMINATION

20 BY MR STAUDAHER

21 Ms Zimmerman do you have some sort of plysical

22 or mental excuse me physical or medical conoition that

23 prevents you from physically comIng to Court too.ay

/4 Yes

25 And can you just without getting into the
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10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

det0ils of of completely what it is oan you just oive us

brief ide0 of what were t0licing anout

have deteriorating bone disease of the

joints and the disos in my back

Ane you 0ble to wa and stand ann do those

kinds of things very well

Right

You are or are not

oannot

Okay want to Wreot your attertion back

little bit to Deoember of z003 the very very end of the

year Deoember 31st of 200

Yes

Did you have any kInd of procedure done in Las

Vegas at an endosoopy olinic

Yes had oolonosoopy

Okay And was that on Deoember 31st of 2003

think so yes

Okay Can you tel us with regard to that

procedure and think you had more than one procedure is

that right

Right had another one the first part of

January where they took camera and went down my throat into

my stomach

Okay Were going to talk about the colonosoopy
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first Okay

Okay

Cam you tell us do you remember the actual

this may he stretch hut do you remember the address of the

or the the location of the place where you had that

prcceoure done

No dont

Was it here Las Vegas

Yes

10 Was it on Shadow Lane if you recall

11 Right right

12 Okay So you have your procedure When you go

13 ii to the procedure or to have that done can you describe for

14 us wh0t you remember you know happened as far as when you

15 went in what you saw who you dealt with that kind of thing

16 When the procedure was being done he did

17 not give me the anesthetic until after about 20 to 25 seconds

18 after the procedure started

19 Okay But well get to that in one minute

20 But can you when you first walk into the clinic mean

21 did you assume you were in ike waiting room or

22 something is that right

23 Right

24 Can you just

25 Right
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can you describe for us what you whet you

experienced out there mean how rrowded was it how long

did you have to wait that kinu of thing

dont remember

You dont remember how lonu you had to wait

before you went back

No no

Okay Can you tel me the first part of it that

you do remember mean obviously you go back to procedure

10 room Do you remember anythinc before getting into the

11 procedure room

12 No dont remember All remember is the

13 procedure

14 Okay So lets talk about that then So when

15 you were in the procedure room do you remember who was in

16 there

17 think there was nurse and then the doctor

18 And which doctor wcs this

19 dont remember hs name

20 Was he the one who had the clinic Was it Dr

21 Desi

22 think that was his name yes

23 So when you have the procedure done was there

24 nurse that put you to sleep at all during that or tried to

25 think it was him that put it put you to
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sleep cant remember

Okay So tell us just walk us through wh0t you

do remember as in in as much detail as you can give us

about what happened in the procedure room

dont uncerstand wnat it is you want

Im sorry Can you tell us in in the tc

the best of your recollection what happened when you were in

the procedure room

All remember is that the colonoscopy ws

10 started for about 20 to some 25 seconds before was civen any

11 anesthetic

12 Did you say anything to anybody when that was

13 happening to let them know that you werent asleep

14 think was tollering and screaming cant

15 remember

16 Okay But what you recall do you recall

17 actually kind of hollering or yelling out at all

18 Yes

19 Okay And did that did they stop or did they

20 keep going on

21 They kept going

22 So you sam eventually you do fall asleep

23 though is that right

24 Yes

25 Alter the procedure was done do you do you
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seeing the doctor oi anybody else after that

No dont

Now was somebody there to pick you up or to

home that day

thinic my grlriend ws with me and shes the

cne that brought me

So

And took me home

tow you mont omen thQt there you had secono

procedure done at the beoinnthc of Jdnuary And if said

that it was arod January 2nd woild that be woulo that

same clinic

Desai

Right

That sounds about right

Right

Okay So January 2nd of 2004 you go back to the

Right

Did you go bcck to the same doctor

Yes

And and do you believe that this was Dr

Yes

waiting room

So tell us do you remember anything about the

on that day

No dont
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What is what is the first memory you have of

that day

Was the procedure

Okay So lets co into the procedure room then

Do you remember who was in toe procedure room on that day

think the nurse and the doctor

Okay Arid tell us how that went what happened

ir there

Well they were putting that light and stuff

10 down into my throat and into ny stomach and think was

11 hol ering and yelling then And after about 25 seconds then

12 he fially gave me the anesthetic

13 So the same thing that had happened to you few

14 days earlier happened to you this day

15 Right

16 And when you say that you were kind of hollering

17 and yelling mean was it pretty clear that you were still

18 awake

19 Yes

20 Did they keep going with the procedure or did

21 they stop it

22 No they kept going

23 Now after that happened whats the next memory

24 you have because you said because you did go to sleep at

25 some point there right
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Pardon me

You did go to sleep at some point in that

procedure correct

Yes went to sleep

When you woke ip do you remember where you were

or who who talked to you anybody did

think nurse cid

Do you remember what she talked to you about

No dont

10 Do you remember if there was any biopsy or

11 arything like that performed on you either by being tolo or

12 your medical records or anything like thau

13 No

14 At some point after that procedure do you go

15 home

16 Yes

17 Can you tell us did you follow up in the clinic

18 or with the doctor or anybody else after that

19 cant remember

20 Now at some point did you because of these

21 two incidents did you file complaint with the State Medical

22 Board

23 Yes did

24 And in that complaint did you list the

z5 detcil the kinds of things that youve testified about Lere
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today

Right

I\ow you said in that coriplaint that you th0t

you did have some prior surgeries is that right

Yes Ive fad lots of surgeries

And youve had lot of them Is that faIr

Pardon me

Youve had lot of surgeries

Right and also brain areurysm

10 Okay And ws that brain aneurysm that was

11 clipped or fixed by someone at some point

12 Yes it no got over that on my owr ws

13 in the hospital think about 13 days

14 So it was ruptured aneurysm then it actually

15 broke

16 It bled some it just leaiced It didnt really

17 bleed because if they bleed theyll kill ya

18 Okay Now as far as your follow up after that

19 day you didnt see an3ibody at the clinic or you did or you

20 just dont remember

21 dont remember

22 The the complaint that you filed at the

23 Medical Board did you get any kind of response from them as

24 as far as what you know what the outcome was

25 dont remember that either
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Okay As you are are being ouestioned here

today is there any doubt your mind that when on botY your

colonoscopy and your upper procedure your upper endoscopy

procedure that you were awake and voiced the fact that you

were awake to the doctor

dont unoerstand wat youre saying

Bad question During any either one of your

procedures did you just want to make sure that you sad

that you told the doctor or tried tc tell the doctor that you

10 were still awake and to stop

11 Right

12 MR STAUDAHER Your honor would Ill oo the

13 same thing with the moving to admit these based on that but

14 will pass the witness at this pOInt

15 THE COURT All right Arid Ms Stanish youre fine

16 with the record the complaint

17 MS STANISH Well can see those please

18 THE COURT just as long as its complete

19 MS STANISH Wel Ill look at these later just to

20 move it

21 THE COURT Okay

22 MS STANISH It has tocuments that need to

23 study bit more

24 THE COURT Okay We can hold off on that

25 CROSS EXAMINATION
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10

11

12

13

14 to the clinic

15

16

17 certain gastro

18

19

20 talk first

21 present in

22 people

23

24

25 doing when

MS STANISH

Desci

Okay

to the 1inic

Good mornirg Ms Zimmerman Can you hear me

Yes

My names Margaret Stanish and represent Dr

Pardon me

My name is Margaret Stanish and Im the attorney

for Dr Desdi lust have few Guestions for you maan

All righty Do you recall why you were referreo

think by Dr Malone

Okay Do you know why Dr Malone referred you

To have these tests done

All right The were you suffering from

problems thct you recall

dont remember

Fair enough And when you were in the lets

about the colonoscopy Cam you tell me who was

the room when you first got there How many

No dont remember

Do you remember whdt they each person was

you got there
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No

Do you remember if somebody put little

needle in your well did somebody put needle in your

arm or band

Yes remember that

And tell us about what you remember wtf that

Nothinc different

Okay Was it in your band or was it in your

arm

10 If remember richt think it was in my arm

11 Okay And then am right to assume that you

12 were laying on your left side with your arm above your head

13 Yes

14 So your left arm that had the Im going to

15 call it an IV Okay The left hand that had the IV in it was

16 above your head and you were laying on your left side Am

17 right in picturing that

18 Yes vaguely

19 Okay And the do you remember if the nurse

20 you say you think Dr Desai put the medicine into the

21 anesthesia in the in your IV

22 think so

23 Was there nurse in the room assisting Dr

24 Desai

/5 Yes
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Was here somebody else do you

No dont remember anybody else

Okay So you think it was do you know if

that was male or female nurse

female

Do you know where that female nurse was

standing

thinK to the right side of me down towards the

end by my legs or feet

10 By the way maam do have you reviewed an

11 documentation prior to testifying today

12 Have what

13 Have you reviewec any records prior to

14 testifying today

15 No

16 Do you have any records there in front of you

17 No

18 All right You just assume you spoke to

19 one of the district attorneys before today to get reacy for

20 your testimony correct

21 Pardon me

22 assume am right to assume you spoke to

23 one of the prosecutors to get ready for your testimony today

24 Uh huh

25 All right And did anybody the prosecutors or
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police of firer ask you to provide any medical records

Not that know of

Do you have your medical records from 2003

No no

It sounds lilce you h0ve some pret serious

hearth issues right now Are you able to travel to Las Vegas

from Illinois

Could travel to Las Veqas

Yeah oet on an airp dne and come to Las Vegas

10 No The only way could come our there would

11 be if my husband would drive me out there

12 Okay

13 MS STANISH have nothing fuhe Your Honor

14 THE COURT Mr Santacrooe do you have any

15 questions

16 MR SANTACROCE Before pass on this witness Id

17 just like the record to reflect that Mr Lakeman was not the

18 CRNA for this individual

19 MR STAUDAHER believe it was Mr Mathahs

20 THE COURT Mr Mathahs wds the nurse anesthetst on

21 both procedures

22 MR SANTACROCE Yes

23 THE COURT All right

24 MR SANTACROCE So pass

25 THE COURT No questions
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MR SANTACROCE pass the witness

THE COURT All rglt Any redirect

MR STALDAHER Oh Im sorry Your Honor No no

Your Honor

THE OJRT Al rgnt Ms Zinnerman thank you for

your testmonx Please oont 0i50355 your testimon3i with

anyone else ant th0t oncludes your testimony for today so you

can go dheoo nO hno up

THE WITNESS So were done

10 THE COURT Were done Thats it Thats all it

11 is

12 THE WITNESS Okay bye bye

13 THE COURT Oka3 bye bye You might be hearing from

14 the DAs office lamer Al right Is that it

15 MR STAUDAHER Thats all Your Honor

16 THE COURT All rIght And thats everybody

17 MS WECKERLY Yes

18 THE COURT dont know if anyone wants to make

19 argument or just submit it or

20 MS STANISH Your Honor if may would ask

21 was we do have what appectrs to be some of the

22 discovery have in those three cases Im not is there

23 anything in addition here

24 MR STAUDAHER Well the there is the entirety of

25 the this this information caine from the State Medical
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only usudllv flush once we did not thinK that was likely

ccsuse

Well lets talk about that for moment You

talied Anout observing the preop area correct

Correct

Ann yoi talied about how sometimes patients

woulo 1t ne preop area fex little bit of time They

werent .utorna ically taken into the procedure room correct

oont reclil that dont know how lono

10 dont krcw now loon they would stay in the preop area

11 Directino your attention Counsel think its

12 pace oz ef the grand jury transcript

13 Im noirg to snow you this and see if this refreshes

14 your recelleThior Pace o2 if youo just read this portion

here

16 The pctent may stay 10 the waiting area

17 You OcO read it to yourself

18 Oh Im sorry

19 Thcts okay

20 iust said thdt they were in the wailing room

21 for some peliod dont know

22 Okay And that had to do with the after the

23 IV was placed in their arm

24 Correct

So they would be waiting with heplock placed
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in their arm in that preop area or as you call it the

wditing iuOru fur puiiud uf tirE bufuiu guing into thu

procedare room

Correct

Now wnat hcpenc to as IV thats been sitting

for any length of time Wh0ts the possibilities of what

could happen

It could oct cloooed for if its sitting for

period of time

10 Gettino clo oec clotted

11 Clotted yes

12 Okay Ard toar clot 4ouc have to be re opened

13 correct before the meoiction of propofol wds inserted

14 Correct It ooesnt happen irimediately but it

15 can happen

16 So there would be need for reflushing in those

17 instances

18 It would depend or how lonc tney were sitting

19 Well cow Song would usuclly require

20 refluscng

21 dont know whdt the dont know wfat the

22 length of time is

23 So we move now from the precp area into the

24 procedure room and want to talk to you little bit about

25 the propofol and what you observed as to the beginning of the
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day Okay How did the propofol get from Room to in

Ruom

In the beginning of the day tney ou1d as

recall they would open cabinet ano the nurse anesthetist

would receive certan amount of propofcu and they would

take it with them into their whatever roori they were

assigned

And that propcfol wou stay in ttJ individual

room isnt that correct

10 Thats what we observec

11 And you never observed propcfol mcvlng from room

lz room

13 We did not observe that

14 Ann you cidnt observe th0t even hen tYey tooK

15 luncu break and one of the CRNAs relieved the other one

16 isnt that correct

17 Thats correct

18 One of tfe problems beieve thot you said yoi

19 han was that you couldnt identify whicf room the p0tients

20 were being treated in isnt that correct

21 Thats correct

So when you left Las Vegas and you had issued

23 your preliminary report as to the mecnanism of transmission

24 you didnt know which room which patient had their pocecue

25 done in isnt that correct
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Thats correct But we based we based some

of it on what times we could get from the

Based on what

The times we could get from the chart

Okay Ttm going to show you States Exhibi

156 and Im going to its not going to all fit in here sc

Im going to kino of rove it over so you can see the top

colunns Let me Know when youve hao chance you Know

better yet Im going to let you look at this

10 Okay

11 You got it

12 have general sense of it dont know

13 thdt

14 If you have any guestions just let me know

15 Okay

16 Ano the jurys heard this million times so

17 Im sorry have to go back over it but do Im goino to

18 represent to you This is the States evidence The State

19 compiled this information Im going to go to the big soree

20 You can look over there okay

21 Okay

22 The oranoe stripe represents source patient

23 The yel ow stripe indicates people that have got hep but cant

24 be genetically linked The green stripes are people that

25 allegedy got the hepatitis from the source patient Okay
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Any questions about that

Nu

Okay So if we start of up here on the first

orange me souxce patient Kenneth Rubino correot

cant qute make it out but

Or do have that wronc Wh0ts that

Its ittle cant really see the names

Its ittle small but..

Tell me when you can see it

10 Okay flats better

11 Got it

12 Yes

13 Kennetn Rubinc source patient correcn

14 Yes

15 Okay Do you see the numbers next to the

16 propofol in the second colunni where it says propofol

17 Oh 50 50 those numbers guess

18 Yeah

19 Yes

20 What does that indicate to you

21 cather thats the quantity of propofol they

22 received

23 Okay And when you observed the procedures

24 going on believe you testified that you never saw more than

25 two patients use one bottle is that correct
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That did not see Say that again Im sorry

Thth you saw you didnt see mure than two

patients use one bottle used on more than two patients

No The vials we saw that were used that day

were 20 vials so no we did not

Okay Were there any SOs used that day

Not the days we observed

So with the 20s you never saw more than two

pGtients used in the same vial correct

10 Thats correct

11 So the amounts of propofol for Kenneth Rubino

are ref lerted rhere and that procedure was done Lu Mr

Mathahs in Room correct at least according to the

14 information on the chart

JR Correct

16 Then he ooes another procedure with Patient 55C

17 ano then he does Rodolfo Meana And then he does one two

18 three four five patents and then he does another patient

19 who becomes infected Then he does another patient who hasnt

20 reported infection If en he does another patient whos

zi infected This is in Mathahss room correct

22 Thats what it indicates yes

23 Okay Now you didnt have tflis information

24 when you formulated your opinion correct

25 We had Im not sure what information
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speciicaliy youre referring to

The roorrLs that the people were in

Thats correct He dic not have the rooms

Now goino down to Room do you see that

Yes

Mr URkemans room same day He starts his

procedie with this Patient No at 700 a.m And

then if yoL look down to this patient here Stacy Hutchison

see th0c

10 Yes

11 She purports to be the first infected patient in

12 Mr URkcmans oom Okcv

13 Yes

14 Now wart you to go back up to Kenneth Rubino

15 What tine oid Mr Rubos procedure start

16 cant see it on the screen

17 THE COURT you have to move it down so we can

18 see it

19 MR SANTACROCE Oh sorry always do that

20 THE WITNESS It says 945

21 BY MR SANTAROThE

22 Arc then Mr Mathahs did another procedure at

23 what time

24 1000 oclock

25 Ano ic we go back to Stacy Hutchison her
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procedure started at 955 conect

Thdts cunct
When you observed the clinic you testified that

you never saw CRNA leave room in the middle of

procedure isnt that cnr-ect

That wur we did not observe that correct

So The CPNA culO stay in their room until the

procedure was done

That wY dt we ohs ervec

10 Ano thats whdt when you did your interviews

11 that was confirmed isrt thdt correct

12 Thats wiat sLdted

13 Okmi Now ou didnt have this information

14 about the timing the rooms the infections when you concluded

15 the mechanism for transmission did you

16 We aid we oid Yave The times The only thing

17 we didnt have was tte room number

18 An that would be an mportant factor wouldnt

19 it

20 It raiqit

21 Well in view of this in view of what youve

22 just seen here in view of the times that the source patient

23 was started in different room by different CPNA and the

24 fact that other procedures were goinc on at the same time that

25 Ms Hutchison allegedly got contaminated by the same source
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patient does that not give you pause or concern as to the

mechanism for transmission

No think something c_se woulo happen which

would oe that the vials would have to be exchanoed in some

way

So there would have to oe cm exch0noe of ttles

from room to room in other words fron

Somehow the infected via would have be

moved correct

10 Otherwise it couldnt Lappen could it

11 No

12 And as you testified you rever SoW propofol go

13 from room to room

14 Not on the days that we were there But the

15 other thing we did observe were you know multiple vials open

16 at time

17 Okay Im going

18 But agan it would haue to be one vcml

19 Im sorry Were you bone

20 Now Im cone

No

22 Iamdone

23 All right July 25 2007 sdme kind of chart

24 same coor coding if you will Okay In this particular case

25 the blue stripe is the source patient Okay
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Yes

Ano this is Mr Lakemans room The only

reported infeotion on that day was Mr Washington Mr

Lakerrn does the souroe patient at what time 705

Correot

He does one two three patients in between

does Mr Washington Mr Washington gets hep

Correct

Did you have this information when you

10 We did

11 made your preliminary determination

12 We did

13 What other information did you have regardino

14 the sotroe patient Mr Washington

15 Im not sure what speoifioally youre asKing

16 What prooedures did they have

17 oont reoll Id have to look at the record

18 You medn what

19 What type pooedures

20 whether they had an endosoopy or ar

21 upper endoscopy versus lower endosoopy is that what youre

22 asking

23 audible response

24 dont know Id have to look at the record

25 Do you know if either one had biopsy
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believe on dont recall but mean we

recorded that information but dont rec0ll if we

Would it surprise you to learn that both of

those individuals had biopsies

That wouldnt surprise me no

What did you learn in your investigation

reqarding the reuse of bopsy equipment

We did not observe that nd l4hen interviewed

nobody said that thdt was done

10 Did you come to information after you returned

11 to Atlanta that suggested that biopsy equipment was reused

12 Not that Im  ware of

13 If biopsy equipment han been reused well

14 first of all let me ask you this Did you observe any

15 cleaning of biopsy equipment when you were there

16 Just disposal of the acturl biopsy

17 So at the time you were there the disposal

18 was or it was one time use

19 Correct

20 Hao it been multi use on the infection date of

21 July 25 you would be concetned about the cleaning procedure

22 would you not

23 dont know that it was done dont Know

24 But biopsy equipment can be mechanism for

25 transmission of hep isnt that correct
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11 think it could be in theory but on the other

days tnur wuiu multiple pdtients thdt uidrit have biopsies

Im not talking about multiple days

Okay

want to break this down individually because

these Infections happened on two days

Correct

Months apart

Correct

So want to talk about the 25th We already

talked about the 21st and youve said that there would have

12 be cn exchange of Irfected contaminated pronofol

Correct

14 So now were focusing on this day

Okay

Biopsy

17 Okay

18 Biopsy equipment cleanino of that In your

grand jury tes imony you talked about biopsies and the

20 potential for rransmission of hep through that equipment

21 isnt that correct

2/ Its possible and we _ooked that yes

23 Okay And thats because that biopsy is blood

24 to blood pathogen correct

25 Hepatitis is blood is blood pathogen
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But mean the mechanism or transmission in

biupsy that they take out piece uf what do you call it

mucous nembrane or ror the lay person liKe am

Sure Tissue sure

Anc that scope is then potentially contaminated

if persoI had Lep

Sure yes

Ano tYat biopsy is used equipment is used

aqin on sobsequent patient its not out of the reaLm of

10 possib it that the hep could spread to the subsequent

11 patiert isnt that correct

12 Correct

13 In fdct youre hep expert isnt that true

14 am not an expert didmt claim to be an

15 expert

16 Okay But in your you were assigned to the

17 hep nvestioative team

18 Correct

19 you have special knowledge in that area

20 Correct do

21 How boo does hep virus last outside of the

22 body

23 Hours to days

24 Your colleague testified 16 hours to four oays

25 is that
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Thats correct

what yuu understand

Correct

So the mechanism for transmission through

uncleaned biopsy equipment is red possibility

Itis

Im goinc to sro you wnats neen marked as

States Exhibit 165

Yes

10 Do you recoonize onat

11 Ido

12 What is it

13 Its paper that we wrote about this outbreak

14 in journal called CD
15 And you were the lead author in that

16 Iwas

17 Im goinc to sho you page 272 and Id ask you

18 just to review that paragraph

19

20 Do you recaL that

21 do sure

What did you sy regaroing youx conclusions as

23 to mechanism of transmission in this particular outbreak

24 That it was combination of reuse of syringes

25 and the use of single use vials on multiple patients
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Okay And did you did you talk about

pdLtld ar au lun iugarding thdt conuluiui

The fact that the investioation occurreo severa

months after the actual transmission date if thats what

youre referring to

Okay So that wds concern th0t as

caution

Sure

And you also said the obserxatcns dno

10 interviews were potentially subjected to cuaniced oractices so

11 Thats cavear with regard to what you ccncluded correct

12 Thats correct

13 MR SANTACROCE Im almost done

14 THE COURT Okay Some of the iurors need break

1k but if you have just one or two more questions

16 MR SANTACROCE just have ore or two more

17 questions

18 BY MR SANTACROCE

19 And also you said that it was could be

20 diminished because of recall bias snt that currect

21 Thats correct

22 So you had all these caveats tc your conclusion

23 Right Correct which is standard

24 Now in all fairness to you guys at he time

25 you did this investigation you werent conducting criminal
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investigation

Thats correct

You werent anticipating that your conclusion or

your information were going to be subjected to the scrutiny of

the Ietrooolitan Police Department the district attorneys

office crimindl defense attorneys judges juries that

dinnt even enter your mind did it

Absolutely not

Hao you ever testified in criminal tricl

10 regaroing hep outbreak before

11 have not

12 This is your first experience

13 Correct

14 Hopefully your last

15 MR SANTACROCE Thank you

16 THE COURT All right Ladies and gentlemen were

17 goino to go ahead and take quick approximately 10 minute

18 break Doring the break youre reminded youre not to discuss

19 the case or anythinu relating to the case with each other or

20 with anyone else read watch or listen to any reports of or

21 corrmentciries on anythng relating to the cdse Please dont

22 form or express an opinion on the trial

23 Notepads in your chairs Follow the bailiff througn

24 the rear door

25 Jurors recessed at 341 p.m
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THE COURT And maam during the break please dont

discuss your testimony with anyone

THE WITNESS Is it okay if use

THE COURT You can use the restroom Feel free to

go out but just dont talk about your testimony

THE WITNESS Okay Thank you

Court recessed a- 42 p.m un-il 356 p.m
Outside the presence of the jury

THE COURT if we finish with this witness before

10 500 do you have somebody else

11 MS WECIKERLY We do

12 MR STAUDAHER We do if tbe Court wants to start

13 That witness will not finish

14 MS WECKERLY Thats lonc witness

15 MR STAUDAHER before 500 oclock So we just

16 didnt want to have bole at the eno of the day so whatever

17 the Court wants to do

18 THE COURT Well see mean well prnbably

19 mean if its five minutes obviously not But if its like

20 15 or so well cet started with the preliminary stuff

21 MS STANISH do have motion in limine though on

22 that upcoming witness

23 MS WECKERLY Thats fine We just want to finish

24 this witness

25 MS STANISH But we could yeah know Yeah
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sure absolutely

THE COURT was going to say tthn Im thinking wt

wont get to the other witness today

MS STANISH Yeah just for the timing purposes

unoerstand you want to get this gal on plane

MR WRIGHT Youre not anxious are you

MS STANISH Yeah

MS WECKERLY Shes already been oere day longer

than

10 THE COURT was going to say you guys thought this

11 was one day event

12 THE WITNESS Correct

13 MR WRIGHT feel like voyeur reading your notes

14 noticed youre tryino to decide which hotel and it had

15 SurwnerLn okay arid it said Downtown sketchy

16 THE WITNESS Did really write that

17 THE COURT Have you been downtown Do you

18 MR WRIGHT wouldnt brrig that out

19 THE WITNESS Ill just say improved

20 THE COURT Do you still feel that way about

21 downtown Actually downtown isnt bad mean theres

22 MS STANISH Well certain parts are

23 THE COURT Well the Golder

24 MS STANISH Some parts are sketchy

25 THE COURT Yeah yeah No the Golden Nugget is
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nice Thats about it

Jurors reconvene at 358 p.m
THE COURT All right Court is now back in session

Anc Ms Weckerly were ready to proceed with your redirect

MS WECKERLY Yes

REDRECT EXAMINATION

MS WEKERLY

Dr Langley Mr Santacroce 0sked you about the

cureato tcat you noted at the end of your article that

10 crrcuded what cdused the hepatitis outbreak at the clinic

li anc you said that those caveats were standard Whar do you

12 mean Ly ttat

Ii Whenever youre writino up manuscript theres

14 ways llmltdtiors or caveats to what youre presening so

That people understand you took that into account

16 And youre rarely or fave you ever been there

17 wtnessng transmission of disease like hepatitis

18 Im sorry

mean fave you ever witnessed it firsthand

20 Not to my knowledge no

21 In fact you had to stop Mr Mathahs right

22 beccuse tue practice he was engaging in was so egregious that

23 you coo dnt you wouldnt have let him use that vial on

24 subsequent patient would you

25 Well the procedure stopped but thats correct
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itwas

But jC thera had been anothei patient given

what you had observed Yin doing would you have let him use

vial on another patient

No

Yo weie asked about biopsy equipment and

whether that coulo be tce cause of the outbreak in this

instance And do yoi know whether or not the same biopsy

equipment is useo foi an endoscop versus colonoscopy

10 There dont oont recall that the

11 biopsy equipment the scopes themseaues are different from an

12 upper and lowei erooscopy hut Im not sure about the actual

13 needle

14 Im puttino on the overhead States 157 Can

15 you see that on ou screen

16 Yes can

17 cr dc you wdnt it closer

18 Are you oood

19 thInk thats fine Yes thank you

20 Okay And so we actually wevc named the

21 source patient for this is July 25 and its Mr Ziyad If

22 you knew that Patient here had biopsy and isnt one of the

23 reported genetically inked cases mean how would you

24 interpret that as to wYether or not biopsy equipment was

25 causing the infection Because presumably that patient would
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have had the equipment used before Mr Washington correct

Thats curreot dunt dunt knuw if

would nave an explanation

Ano this is States Exhibit Bates No 1918

This is the medical record of Mr Zydd Ano this would have

been one of the charts that you revoeo correct looKing ct

he

Correct

top here for the enooscopi center

10 Correct The dte tight

11 Ano our nate here is July dnd its Mr

12 Ziydds record and it says his IV stdrted by RL correct

ii Correct

14 Ano those are the intia_s of Ronaio Lakeman

15 Correct as far on krow

16 Now you were dsked 0hout the trajectory of the

17 d-isease and you were questioned or sLown your oand jury

18 testimony by Mr Santacroce where yo talked about tte times

19 of the procedures and this in ths nstcnoe And did you

20 notice or when you were doing the chatinn in this case did

21 you notIce anything unusual about the otarts or the records of

22 times

23 Yeah We noticeo there was overlap in some of

24 the times between what was recorded in the anesthetists

25 record and the nurses record
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And how would the overlap mean what would it

make it look like

Well we couldnt teli which patient caine first

or second or third or so they would have time hat

rm th0t were inclisive of each other even though the same

people were involved the procedure so it was haro -o ell

So it looks sometimes like someone ams in the

same place at or two places at the same time

Correct

10 When you were well let me ask you ttis ice

11 wo socrce patients believe you said on direct 0no on

12 cross examination that both of those individuals recc yea morc

13 than one dose of propofor

14 dont know that was guesticned but fls
15 correct Yes

16 And was that mean was that factor that

17 leo to your conclusions

18 Yeah Acain in order to propagate the virus

19 it has to you had to have infectec the vial in order for

20 he virus to move to the next patient so tnat would requfre

21 goina in more than into the vial more than once

22 And if they hadnt if they had only received

23 one ace shot or one syringe full of propofol that would make

24 this mechanism not possible correct

25 Correct
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When you were in the endoscopy center did you

ever see anyone get more than one saline flush

No we did not

And that was like durng the whole time you were

there

Of oil tfe obseivotions that we made in the

preop area and we also asked the nurses who were doing it

Now because of the tmino issues that you

noticed with the charts wos it hard for you to delineate an

10 exact order of patients for the day

11 Correct

12 Mr Santacroce asked you if you came out with

13 the idea that unsafe rjection practices hod caused this

14 outbreak and you said well to cert0in extent you came out

15 with tiat idea Is part of that based on the nature of the

16 infection and how its transmitted

17 Part of it is thor and part of it is previous

18 investigations tYat people have done thats been the number

19 one finding that they have had os well

20 mean but its blood borne correct

21 Correct Its blooo borne

22 So youve got to find somewhere where

23 Correct

24 theres blood transfer

25 Correct
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When you were talking to the CRNAs did any of

hem say that they were using prupoful with saline push as

practice to enhance the use of propofol

dont recall any of them saying that no

And do you recall if you observed than at the

Lime you were there in January of 20C8

No dont recall

Did any of them even mention that this was

past practice

10 Not that recall no

11 As you sit here today do you believe that this

12 outbreak was caused by improper clearino of scopes

13 No dont believe so

14 Do you believe it was caused ty reuse of biopsy

15 eqLipment

16 No dont believe so

17 Do you believe it was caused by contamination of

18 saline

19 No

20 What do you believe causeo this outbreak

21 believe it was the reuse of syringes in

22 combintion with the use of single use vials on multiple

23 patients

24 Thank you

25 THE COURT Reoross Mr Wright
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MR WRIGHT Yeah Did leave my your interview

my copy of your interview

THE WITNESS Sure

RECROSS EXANINATION

BY MR WRICHT

This practice of Mr Mathahs that you observed

he that was violating the best practices of the CDC

correct

Correct

10 Arid the you being COC fellow inspector

observer standing there it was apparent to you correct

Correct

It was not apparent to him correct

14 Correct

15 And in fact you even pointed out to rhe police

when you were interviewed that not oily did he state he was

17 surprised and diont know it but the very fact that he was

18 doing it right in your presence stanoino there reinforced to

you that he didnt recognize that he couldnt do that

20 correct

21 Yes

22 Okay Because you 1re an observer from some

23 health agency standing there watching the employers during

24 hepatitIs investigation and you would anticipate that if

z5 someone knows they are doing something wrong theyre not
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going to do it in front of you standing there with your badge

around your neck correct

would assume so es
Thank you

TEE COURT Mr Santacroce

MR SANTACROCE have notfino further

THE COJRT Ms Weckerly anything else

MS WETNERLY No Your Honor

THE COURT Ary juror questions for this witness

10 All riuln Madm there are no additional questions

11 Please dont oiscuss your testimony with anyone else who may

12 be witness in this case You are excused

13 THE WITNESS TURnk you

14 THE COURT State call 3iour next witness

15 MR STAUDAHER The State calls Nancy Sampson to the

16 stage or to the stage to the stand Your Honor

17 NANCY SAWESON STATES WITNESS SWORN

18 THE CLERK Will you please state and spell your

19 frst ano ldst name for the record

20 THE WITNESS Mr name is Narcy Sampson

21 Srrpscn
22 THE COURT Mr Staudaher

23 DIRECT EXAMINATION

24 BY MR STAUDAHER

25 Ms Saxrpson Im going to take you back in time
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little bit to 2007 2008 Were you working for the

Metropolitan Pulice Department at that time

Yes was

And what was your duties What was your job

My title was anu yst and was assigned to the

intelligence section at Meto ana tracked money on

financial cases dIn ohe klnas of analytial work

prepared charts orcanized licumerts fci cdses

Are you commissi ned police officer or were

10 you at that time

11 was civilian emplmyee but had been

12 commissoned officer if Arizon0

13 But here in Las \eoas for the Las Vegas

14 Metropoitan Police Department yru were an analyst is that

15 rioht

16 Yes

17 Now you mentioned the types of things that you

18 analyzed were what

19 worked on criminal cises

20 So crimira cases but the types of records that

21 you wouLd review what wee those

22 BanK records Property records In this case

23 analyzed the procedure records from the patients organized

24 all of the evidence from this case would do that on other

25 cases as well
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So lets talk about this case Now you know

why youre here today its about the Endcscopy case correct

Thats correct

Are you still working for the Las Vegas

Metropo itan Police Department

No

And when did you separate fiom the oeparment

retired from Metro lr 2010

So that was after the investigcitirn

10 Yes

11 Now during the investigation were you involved

12 in dny of the searches or anythinu cike that thct took place

13 Yes was on the search warrnts

14 When you went to those locctions were you

15 actively involveo or were you standby person on -he

16 soelines watchirg How did it go

17 was actively involvec to the extent thct

18 wrote general inventory of all the items th0t weie knken ic

19 each box made sure that the people who ndd searched the

20 rooms cad signed off on the on the sheet that was posted on

21 the doors dio some reviews you know cursory reviews of

22 the offices that were searched to make sure that there wcis

23 nothing that was missed

24 Once the information obtained meaning the

25 search warrants comp ete they recover certain things did
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you then step into more active role of reviewing and

analyzing that informatiun

Idid

Can you tell us little bit about your

bacKground and traininc before you got to that poin in your

career

war commissioned police officer in Arizona

for nine ycars with the Arizona Attorney Generals Office

hare decaee in crirrurdI justice from Arizona State

10 Universty came tc Metro in 94 came to Metro was

11 hired as their financial investigator so reviewed the

12 financial statements ard did the background the

13 investigdtions on liguor and gaming applications for special

14 privilege licenses

15 So Im very familiar with records Ive been using

16 Excel for 30 years so put every all of my work on Excel

17 spreadsheets so OaO find the information again can sort

18 it and oan do any analysis bared on the Excel

19 We have some charts flere that you may or may not

20 be fami iar wi-h Im just goino to put them up here just

21 generally to give you an idea but do you see these kinds of

22 records This is ExhIbit 50 1% Do you see this

23 Yes

24 Ano the next one is companion one but

25 different color But do you see that one as well similar
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format

Yes

Are you familiar with those records

Yes prepared those charts

Arid when you say you prepared the charts how

was it that you did that

had the procedure fles from the two cays of

the infections So set up the spreadsheet and entered the

information so that could sort it And took the

10 information from the green procedure files

11 So when you and well cet to the specifics

12 about that in just moment But when youre at the

13 medn do you take this back to the ocation where you actually

14 are going to do the analysis to do tYis work or do you do it

15 on site where the search warrants took place

16 No We were busy takro records during the

17 search drrant So everything was boxeo up and it was taxen

18 bacK to the Metropolitan Polie Department to the office where

10 worked The evidence was put into room ie call the vault

20 ano that is secure room with only people who work ir that

21 section have access to

22 So the records were all maintained in there If

23 needed to do spreadsheet would either do it on my

24 computer at my desk or Id take 1aptop into the vault and

25 worK in there
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Was this the kind of thing where you went

througi like pdge by page paper by paper t1e things like

ttht

Yes did

Okay And we1re going to get into the oetails

of your actual analysis but as youre ooing through this

mean is anybody helping you with it or are you primarily

doing it yourself

oid it myself

10 So you werent relying on other people to do

11 some portion of the analysis or some compilation of data xind

12 of thiug you actually put that together

did but had people proof my work

Okay So you did it and then somebody else

th would look at it to check your work

Yes

17 Okay So how mean oid it go throuoh that

checks and balances kinds of thing on regular basis for most

19 of what you did

20 When finished the procedure files and made

those two chdrts that you showed me had one of our

2u secretaries go through the patient records and proof those

23 chants with me

24 Now the location where the search warrants

2L occurred that you obtained informat on that eventually make it
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into toe charts and know showed you two but youve made

some other chts cs well correct

Thats oorrect

And you see all of this box or these boxes of

materft thct are aotually in the oourtroom today is that

rioht

Yes

Dic they form at least those are those some of

ftc scarce documents for by which you made some of hese

10 recoos

11 Yes triose re the source documents

12 Ano when say the records Im talking aut

13 the charts thd were oong to see

14 Yes

15 So those are the hard records that you put into

16 hose suxrmary documents being the graphs and the charts that

17 you m0de is that correct

18 Thats correct

19 When you are in the process of putting those

20 ocether you said tndt they came from these various searches

21 Where were the locatiocs

22 There was an office and clinic on Shadow

23 There was Shadow Lane

24 Thats 700 Shadow Lane

25 700 Shadow Lane There was another one on
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Burnham There was an office on Tenaya There was one

bliv un Huiizun Ruu Thru web une un West Lake Mbad

believe there were seven locations but dont remember all

of them individually right now

Were there endoscopy clinics in that group

There were tftee clincs One was located at

Burnham and one was at Shaocw dno ftc third one was on in

the southwest part of trie city

Was Is lou to say rather that the

10 records that you put t0ble form ard the like came from the

11 endoscopy clinics

12 Thats ccect
13 So even thouoh the iecords were oleaned from

14 other sources those were the focus of your sort of

15 compilation of data

16 Thats wYere started with yes

17 So lets t0lx about that How did you net

18 involved in this case in the flst place

19 The healtn district did presentation to Metro

20 on Monday and had Monoays off so was not at that

21 presentation But whier came to work on Tuesday found out

22 that was going to be assigned to bec0use the section that

23 worked in had the case nd was the only analyst in that

24 section

25 When you say Mondoy do you recall the actual
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day or was it

dont

Do you know the month at least

dont It was at the beoinning of of the

year of 2008

So lets walk through thdt You net -hat

in1ormtion When in relation to that soft of initidl you1re

going to be assioned this matter do you dotially start corning

into contact with records how long theredfter

10 When we aid the search warrant is when got the

11 records

12 Do you know when that war

13 That was in March

14 So the search warrants werent until March

ft believe

16 Once you actually do ftc net the records

17 youve got them all back in your place tell me how you

18 decide assume its lot of stuff 15 that cnrect

19 It was lot of stuff yes

20 More than whats in the cornt tod.y

21 Oh yes

22 So this is the basis of what the charts are but

23 theres actually mucO more than just that

24 Thats correct

25 When you went through that material mean how
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did you decide what to start with mean what were you

luuking dt

When the records were taken they were put into

three storage units to remove them from the search warraxt

sites and to gather them in one place And from those three

storaqe units then the pctient files were turned ovei to

compani that was hired to alphabetize the patient files to

respond to the patient requests that wed been gettinc

Once chose records were taken out and segregaceo

10 had boxes of ocher records went through each box set

11 up an Excel spreadsheet to inventory the information in the

12 boxes So for example would If they were employee

13 fIles would just type in the name of the employee ano

14 did th0t so that we could go back and find the specific box

15 that toose records were located in

16 wen- througi- all of the boxes determined whic

17 ones were ooing to be pertinent to my analysis had

18 Detective Whitely who w0s the lead detective on the case a-io

19 another detetive Levy Hancock go through the boxes that

20 determined could go into evidence be stored in evidence If

21 they 0creeo they got shipped over to evidence If we kept

22 them we kept them in the vault

23 kept boxes that had sample equipment kept boxes

24 that had employee files kept boxes that had vendor

25 information bank information So kept number of boxes in
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the vault but the rest of them went to the evidence vault

And the ones that had the patient flies were they were

the patient files were removed and stored in location in the

same building worked at and they were alphabetized

Now you knew cssume at some pain that

there were couple of incident days that you were focusing

on

Thats correct

Did yoi limit your investigation to just those

10 two days

11 Yes

12 Dio you look at records fin0ncial medical

ii supplies things like tLat beyond those two days

14 Yes

15 Now you mentioned two different areas You

16 mentioned you looked at bank records and also vendor files is

17 that correct

18 Thats correct

19 And know you looked at patient files too but

20 were going to get to those little bit l0ter But tell us

21 what it was about or what you did reldted to the banking

22 records first of all Wh0t was the purpose of that what did

23 you do

24 The banking records looked at to determine the

25 three doctors who had worked on those two days that we were
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focusing on how much they made from their employment at the

endoscupy center

Okay So you looked at that part sort of the

flow of money

Yes

When you were doing your investigation was

there some time that you carrie across file or files that

pgued your attention

The bank the bdnk records were in files th0t

10 were labeled There was one file that was labeled CPNA that

11 turned out to have bank records also

12 When you saw that CPNA fIle what did you ho

13 Well thought it would pertain to the when

14 saw it was bank records in the fie Lahaled CRNA thought

15 it pertained to the money that was paid to the CPNAs But

16 none of the CRNA5 were paid out of tYat hank account Just

17 doctors were paid out of that bank uccount

18 Who was the signatory on the nank account

19 Dr Desai

20 Anbody else

21 dont believe so

22 Now the bank records that you had that you

23 looKed at that were from the clinic itself or the clinics 0nd

24 this one that was from the CRNA account were they different

2R banKs
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Yes

Su difftnt bank sole signatury did it

inciicte to you that there was any kind of authority granted

or given to anybody se to run that account beside Dr Desai

Not from those records no

Dici you see where if there were disbursements

out that account

Idid

Ano where did those disbursements go

10 They went to three well only looked at tue

ii mice tcctos That were working that day so those were the

12 on cuounts th0t focused on

in Now tneres an actually admitted exhibit It

14 wcs fndncial losses

MR STAUDAHER May approach Your Honor

16 THE COURT you may

17 MR STAUDAHER Im showing you its large se of

18 micurrients here If you would dust dance through ohar dnd

19 uil me if tha if youre familiar with that document

20 MR SANTACROCE Whats the exhibit number

21 MR STAUDAHER Oh Im sorry

22 THE WITNESS Its 158

23 MR STAUDAHER One fifty eight

24 BY MR STAUDAHER

25 Ano if you could just generally flip through it
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II

just to see if youre familiar with it is all Im really

dsking dbuut ilgft nuw

Does that look familiar to you

Yes

Wh is tn0t

ThIs tue financidl analysis prepared on

used eight bunk 0ccuts to dnalyze and it was for 2007

ook the checks unit were puid out of these bank accounts to

10 Dr Desui Dr CGriicu nd Dr Carrera scheduled them on

11 schedules and tYcse cre truched in here

12 adoed hem up no determined that two of the bank

13 accounts receivec money from the other bank account so

14 dicnt count rhuse c5 hen the money was withdrawn from

15 tdnt didnt ounr tYat as err0 money because it was the

16 same money tha bed counted before And added up the

17 amounts that eacf coctor wus paid

18 Anc just to bun in ceneral is th the

19 analysis at leus tue funamcial analysis that you did in the

20 case

21 Yes

22 And its coirbinution of bank records and the

23 like is that correct

24 Its just bamk records

25 Just bank records Now did you use any of
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those records in relation to the other pcirt that you

mentioned which was the vendor side af thiogs

oidnt use any of the leoords in this

financial analysis in the vendor side 10

So this is completely separute from the vendor

analysis that you did

Thats correct

Can you go ahead ano put that bark together

again so we dont get it lost or rmxed up But if you need

10 to look at this ouring your testimony at any time lust let me

11 know and Ill bring it back to you oKayf

12 Okay

13 Now beside this anaysis the vendor analysis

14 talk to us about that

15 Vendor analysis

16 Yes

17 call that medical supply analysis

18 Oh medIcal suppll unalysis

19 Right

20 Okay Sorry about that

21 Thats okay hen vas going through all of

22 the documents that we took made note of the vendor files

23 and then went hack to do my analysis And pulled the

24 vendor files and inventoried those and paid atention to

25 what supplies the vendor files contained
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For example if vendor sold them alrohol pads or

syringes if they were an insurance cumpany guvernment

agency they might have paid taxes or something to So put

all of those in an Excel spreadsheet and marked that those

were vendor files from the seauch warrart

Okay So you had gotten eco ds om the search

warrant

Ptnhrnm

ud Im talkino about tde venocr type records

10 not the financial ones we just talkeo about ide vencor

11 records and you put those into spreaosheet is that right

12 Yes

13 Okay What did you do with tncse Was thaL

14 what you worked with

could sort them by vendor name wareo to

16 make sure because was qoing to use tfese reoros to look at

17 he syrnge orders the bite block orders cOO the propofol

18 val orders wanted to make sure that mao every source

19 identifed

20 So after went through the search wdrrant went

21 bacK tdrough the bank records to idertify ctecks that were

22 paid to vendors and put those those vendors also in my

23 spreadsheet and marked another colurnr that that information

24 was from the bank records

25 Dio you find anything wden you did that worc
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and assume youre using the bank records just to find out

the vendors then is that correct

Thats correct

So when you did that work did you pick up any

additional vendors that you may not fave had during the

origina sort of review of the search wricnt materials that

were recovered

dont recall offhdnd if did or no
But it was double sort of check is that

10 right

11 Right Right

12 So after you have the total mean youve

13 looKed at everythino ard youve got what you believe the

14 vendor list is what do you do

15 was very worried that would have missed

16 something so got subpoena for the custodian of records

17 for the endoscopy center It was Mr Charles Kelly and

18 asked him to provide vendor list and he did And on that

19 off of his lis also included those vendors in my schedule

20 So now youve got the custodian of records of

21 the clinic the clinic records recovered in the search

22 warrant and the actual ones you got out of checks and things

23 that were paid to vendors is that right

24 Thats correct

25 After you gather all that together did you feel
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that you had complete list of the venoors that were used by

he clinic

Idid

And what was the why would you want

complete list What was the issue

didnt want to have source of propofol out

there that didnt know about

You mean that there may have been place where

propofo wcs purchased from and product in the fa lity that

10 you woudnt be tallying up

11 Thats correct

12 Did that go for the other things youve talked

13 about like the alcohol pads and the bite blocks and the like

14 specifically looked at the ponofol the

15 syringes and the bite blocks

16 Those were the three tems that you specifically

17 looed at

18 Those were the three items yes

19 So what did you do in relation to those items

20 Once oentified the venoors got subpoenas

21 to get their records of the supplies they had sold at the

22 clinics

23 Am what do you do with ft at information

24 set up another spreaosheet and put the

25 information on spreaosheet that Id prepared for that
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Now did anybody double check any of the stuff

th0t yuu were duing ur was there sume way to detunnine thdt

he entries that you were making were in fact accurate

double checked those didnt have anyone

se double cheokino the numbers

But you put them in ano then you went back and

checked tnem dgsin

Rioht checked them against the vendor

inormThion that had been sent

10 Tell us how that goes and what do you develop

11 as result of doing those kinds of compilations of data

11/ sorted them entered the dates that they

hao ordered the supplies ordered what sorted what

14 Kto of supply was So had spreadsheets for the bite

Th ocks spreadsheets for the syringes and spreadsheets for

16 he propof 01 had who the vendor was on the spreadsheet so

17 oculo sort by all of those different topics

18 soreo they also had or the vendors information

19 whet olnic it had been sent to so whether it was The Burnham

20 oinic cr the Shadow clinic So sorted by date sorted

21 it oinic sorteo it by vendor believe And then

22 because had the dates was able to tell how much went to

23 each clinic for particular year looked at 2006 2007 0nd

24 2008

25 Well wasnt it possible that there could have
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been some you said you looked at 2007 specifically

currct

Itri him Yes

Dio you look at 2006

Yes did

Wh0 was the purpose of that

wanted to see if there was any exis-ing

inventory that oculo have been applied to 2007

Are you t_kinv about leftover propofol and

10 syringes ano bite blocks 0nd the like from 2006 that may have

11 actually oeen in inventory in 2007

12 C3
13 Wha old you find

14 Tha tney didnt have enough of propofol bite

15 blocks cr syringes to apply to 2007 if they had used each item

16 for each patient And what mean by that is one propofol

17 vial per imatient one bite block per upper endoscopy

18 procedure one svriIge pc injection

19 An yo erd up starting off with 2007 with what

20 and there was no prior Inventory

21 Well oetermnlned they didnt have they

22 couldnt have hao anytYing left over if they had used if

23 they had used it dpproprately

24 So you and up then looking at 2007

25 Right
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Did you know how many patients they went through

in the year and how many things they oroered and what they

used or documented that they used that Kind of thing

did know how many patients they had because

counted them out of their loobook

You actually counreo tYem

sdt anc counteo them

And were tGlkinc about tfcse these oreen books

over here is hdt right or is ftere some other

10 No those were tne bouks used

11 And weve got ccupe of cases of those woks

12 over there Is that all of them or dre there more

13 Im not sure If ou hdve cJi of them in here

14 but had all of them from the clincs

15 So when you went throuch nd you counneo each

16 one of those what kinc of informat on were you taking off of

17 them to put into your spreddsheets to come to compile this

18 information

19 took ftc dates of the pcge that was written

20 on the page took how mdny upper endoscopy procedures were

21 performed how many colonoscopy procedures because those were

22 marxed In the books wIth 0n or noted how many other

23 procedures there were because those were ilso marked And

24 also noted the totals at the top of the page that the clinic

25 had written in there
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Did you double check tYose numbers with what you

were curing up with

They were generally off but had someone proof

my work

Thats correct

Okay So you go throuch of hdt Dii h0t

to do

Yes

When you get to the eno mf the leax of /00/ did

total number of patients

Yes

Do you know what thdt oLtotber wts

Not of the top of my heao

Do we nave is that part of the compiation of

used at some point

Yes

Okay Well get to that in ust second So

came up with number

Yes

So you have somebody else 0otly looking over

it is that correct

Yes They looked over sprecdQheet

When say looking over s0id IYQD theyre

your work that the rputteo wuik th0t yurve

10

11

12

13

14

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

his purt of

looKino ovur

done

take while

data toat you

you at east

you have
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Did you co the same thing for the amount of

pIupo_ that was uideied dnd documented as being used

did it for the propofol that was ordered

did it for the two days of the propofol vials that were

checked cut from the propofol logs

When you say checked out does that mean checkeo

out and not returned

Well the propofol logs had how many vials of

propato were checked out how many were returned for e0ch coy

10 and who checked them out So used those logs that were

11 maintained by the clinic

12 And this binder here it has controlled

13 substances records anc its 45

14 MR STAUDAHER May approach again Your Honor

15 THE COURT Mm hmm

16 BY MR STAUDAHER

17 Forty fIve can you tell us what that is

18 This is theii records for their contol1ei

19 substances including propofol for their daily sign out locs

20 So it includes other drugs but oropofol is

21 included in this as well

22 Yes

23 So is this one of the things that you lookec at

24 in addition

25 Yes
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Did that make it into your analysis at some

point

Yes

With regard to the bite blocks and so forth

where dId that information specifically come from

Once oentified the vendors from the vendor

files who had provided bite blocks subpoenaed their records

so that they would terl me how many they sent to the clinics

And that was compiled the same way dlc the syringes am the

10 propcfoH

11 Now when youre lets move to the other

12 aspect Im going to leave the vendor files for moment and

13 go to the third category which think you said were patient

14 files

15 Okay

16 Tell us about those What did you do with

17 those How did you analyze them

18 took tie patient fi.es from the two days of

19 the infections and scheduled them set up an Excel

20 spreadsheet and took the informat on from the green

21 procedure files and entered that in categories on my

22 spreadsheets and those are the ones that you showed me

23 Okay Lets go to those as we as we talk

24 about this Im going to start off with actually lets

25 start off chronologically Well go with the 25th of July
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Im showing you whats been admitted as States 157 And

car zom in on that little bit if you need to bir or right

now just want to get more of perspective As slide this

across on the top there are various colurrns that have

headinos Do you see those

Yes

Im goinc to go back to the beoinning of this

now and want you to tell me what those mean across the top

startino from left to right if you would

10 Okay

11 And you know that you can write on this screen

correct

No diont know that

14 Let me show you If you need to you can draw

fi on the screen with your fingernail then yoc can just tap it

down here to clear it okay

17 Okay

IS So walk us through what were lookino at

19 specifically as the headrigs And are they the same for boto

20 sheets both

Yes

22 Okay So if we know it for this we have at

23 least the general outline for the next one is that correct

24 Yes thats correct

25 Okay So walk us through what were whct
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were looking at here

Okdy The first the first one cups

Ano Im coing to zoom in on it just since were

goino tc no across just the top of this for moment

The first column patient number is just

numbeThuc system so we would know how many patients there were

hct 0Th So you can see that they co down to the end The

putiert file number here relates to the patient file number

front te mroceduxe rile and each procedure file was filed by

10 This runber

11 Is this the clinics number

12 This is the clinics number and then the

13 pGtients name

14 Now want to ask you qnestion about that

15 As cu can see theres designation that says Patient

16 noes in sort of an order here Do you see that

17 Yes

18 When you produced this chant originally and

19 rl represent to you that its been reoacted did it actually

20 contuin the names of the patients off of those files

21 Yes it old

22 So thats this is not the way it looked when

23 you actually proouced this chant that is the difference is

24 hQt correct

25 Thats correct
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So as we go across and if you can just clear

that 5LLn dgdJA

The next colurin says 1-lep and if it was marked

on the patient file tYe procedure file that the patient had

hepatits marked that in here

Whur aocut for patient that turned out to be

well lnfecteo cr neneticlly matched did you mark that

person disc

No

10 Now Im coing to go down and show you at least

11 along those lines bec use want to make sure that this isnt

12 chanoe tnat nur bonn made to the thino as well Do you see

13 the name here Ziyad Sharrieff and Michael Washington

14 cc

15 Ano you know Michael Washington is genetically

16 Thnked patient

17 Richt

18 And do you see that box thdts marked under hep

19

20 00

21 Is rh0t something that you put on this record

22 or do you think that that may have been ctange as well Im

23 just trying to maKe sure we dont have anything different than

24 what you originally dio

25 You know dont know if put that on or not
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may have

Well in this cast dt lst th highliohted

lined versions all of them indicateo linaudible is that

correct

Thats correct

net ocwn to ftc veiy last one

Yeah

So all or those 0re hop positive

If when we look ct te next chart if theres

Xs on that probably those

Okay So cts move uver So weve got the

next thing that says Medlcino 0nd wurt to spend just

minute with that partou0r ooturnu crst of all can you

tell us what it is

Yes put down he medication that they used

which was propofol Ard mrkeo off of the anesthesia

records thats where ths 00 umn cute from the doses that

they had written

100

does that mean

So when we look and see propofol and then we see

what does thut inoicate

That was the fisu injection

So 100 millicrams of propofol

Milligrams yes

And then theres slash 0nd it says 40 What

10

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Number
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That would he the second injection the 40

milligrams

So accoraing to the recoio yoire 1oking at if

understand you correctly this shows two separate injections

according to the recora

Thats correct

Now what record did yor olen th0t informction

from

From the anesthesia recoro

10 And notice its just on the ones that ae

11 visible on the screen here that they vary Some are ci

12 sinole it looks like single injection of jOP sme are

13 three separate injections some are two and it vwius as ft

14 goes down this sheet correct

ft Thats correct

16 Again the inforriation that is contaicco in this

17 spreadsheet where does that come from

18 It comes from the greer patient uroeoure files

19 So directly out of the files themselves

20 Thats correct

zl To the best of your abilty dio you

22 double check these numbers when you were putting them in

23 did ann had someone else proof them with me

24 So the numbers themselves are they accurate to

25 what is contained in the actual chart itself
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Yes

Dut tiiat ttan thdt th information that in

the chart is accurate

wouldnt know about that

In fact w0s that an issue for you when you were

doing your analysis

Yes it was

Well get to that in little bit Now as we

move across the next cateocry if you can tell us for the

10 next coumn can you tell us what that is

11 On the anesthesia chart they had the chart

12 procedure time written in and the chart ending time Mo

13 these these times were taken from those charts

14 So is this actually something that was on the

15 chart And Im talkino about Im pointing to the

16 highlighted yellow co1umn Was that on the chart or was that

17 something thot you carculated yourself on the spreadsheet

18 program or whar ever from the information that you put in

19 pertainIng to the anesthesia record

20 calcuated that

21 So this is soriething that was not contained on

22 the chart

23 Thats correct

24 As we move across and if you could just clear

25 that one more rime The next category here what is
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The Bs dre an upper endoscopy ptocedure The

is Co onosCopy

Again was that gleanec of tic charts

themselves

Yes

Did you beside the calculdted columns that as

we Get to them did you put any information of your own sort

of that you just kind of guessed at on these records or did

they come directiy from the patient files

Theres column at the end it says comments

Actually that column is cone We havent

gotten to that one yet but thats another place that was

going to talk co you about chance

Okay

But besioe that one anything else on here that

you may have changed or inaudiblej

No other than the calcul0tions

So the next column

Lists the doctor who performed the procedure

And that was according to the record correct

that

Thdt stands ci pi ucdui

Various theres various letter designations

They all appear to be either Cs or Bs Do you know what

Those mean

10

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Thats correct

Ntxt unt

The nurse

And when we say nurse whctt kind of nurse are we

allng cbout

Im not real positive

Was it or the procedure record itself

Yes

Okay So you dont know what kind of nurse they

fl vere out It was on that record that you took the informatior

from

Thats correct

The next one is it looks like the technicIan

is thGt correct

15 Technician yes

16 Again same information just who was appearing

17 on the renod itself

iF Thats correct

19 The next one

/0 The CPNA

21 The next one

2/ The nurse logged procedure start time There

23 was mirse log in the patient file

24 Okay And so you took the is there it

25 says end time for the next column is that right
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Thats correct

So where dId that come from Did it come from

that actual record in the file

Yes

Ano this yellow column Is this another thino

that you clulteo

Yes Th0tts one entered tormulas in and

calculated

So its toe difference between these numbers

10 here 10 the start rime and the stop time column

11 Thats correct

12 Ano movirg across to tfe next column right

ii here whut is his

14 They made note of what scope was used in the

15 procedure so inclided that also

16 Ano then theres line that has nothing in it

17 riont next it just spacer line but then the next thing

18 with cnt0ing in It appears to be something that says

19 ligiblej beo wtat is that

20 Thats the physician at bedside and thats from

21 the cne of the forns c150 and they would mark the time

22 Okay Ard then the discharge time

23 The scme thing

24 Ano then is this your oalculdtion all these

25 30 minute windows
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That is my calculation

Of those two times

Yes

Patient at bedsioe discharge time

Yes

Or excise me pvslclar bedside misspoke

Condng across the liex co non what is this

The nurse who sionec rff on te form and

dont know if dont iemember if it was the discharge

10 time cant remember frorr this new
11 You mean the nurse who lAould sign the discharge

12 form If you saw the record 0rd Ill show one to you

13 later would that refresh ycur memory

14 Yes tnat would help

Okay But ct ledst this cane from the medical

16 record of the patient

17 Yes

18 And the next one theres two different ones

19 here 0nd Ive got both of them on the screen One onys Tape

20 read both start and end time and the next one says

21 Monitor read both stdrt and eno time Can you tell us what

22 the difference is between these two

23 There were two two thiegs that were printed

24 off and taped or stapled to piece of paper One looked like

25 tape and one looked like monitor and so thats what
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labeled them as

So the monitor one did that cuntain lik

tracing of an EKC like heart rate thing

dont would have to see it

Okay And as matter of fact befcte 00 any

further need to show you will this draft ovt here Ir

going to show you Ziyad Sharrieffs file This is Exhibit

No

MR STAUDAHER Can come up Your honor

10 THE COURT audible response

11 BY MR STAUDAHER

12 As we go throuoh this get to the pucc nc do

13 you see this page

14 Yes

15 Okay Im going to show this to ou now OL the

16 screen because just wanted to go through that But tYee

17 are two we may not be able to get the whole thinc on in

18 this without me zoominc back in and making everybdy sick bit

19 do you see that there appears to be strip with what dppeurs

20 to be heart tracing on it

21 Yes

22 And then theres one that is just whoops

23 guess cot it upside down Just sort of tape know

24 this is photocopied onto this page is that correct or the

25 tapes were put on and then photocopy made
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Yes

Arid then anuther strip here

Yes

Which one Is the one with the heart tracinc on

it

This is the monitor

Sc the ore thats over here tnat says monitor

Yes

Ano the other one that showed on that exhibit

10 which wds the rape or what appedrs to be just tape without

11 trace on it is which one the other one

12 The tcpe yes

13 Now tell us aoain when you say start and stop

14 time is that directly off of the machine read recording

15 where it says start where it has the different increments

16 listed

17 If you could show me that aedin Im pretty

18 sure it is but but dont know if it was handwritten or

19 if it wcis printed off tnere Yes Okay Its right off

20 the tls right off the tapes

21 And then the next one

22 Yes

23 Okay So those numbers come off of the actual

24 machine readout correct Is that right

25 Thats correct
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All of these are listed in sort of descending

or at least it lumks to be chroumlogical based on that

correct

Yes

Both columns

Yes

And then these yellow coumns for both the read

tape which would be we understand tfe recovery room just

so we can keep it straight for us and tte prccedure room over

10 here Do you see that

11 Yes

12 And so your calculatiors of tnis column here

13 come from these tapes tape Read end time tape or end tape

14 Read start time

Yes put thdt column if and did the

16 calculations

17 When we move over to the last columns

18 STAUDAHER And believe cs soon as get done

19 wIth tnis Your Honor it micht be that might be good

20 ce but..

21 THE COURT Okay

22 BY MR STAUDAHER

23 Weve got one last set of columns here which

24 says report time or report Can you tell us what that is

25 There was report prepared that was
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computerized report believe thats what this is from And

wculd have cdlculateo thc nrutes from those start and end

times

And just so we are clear on that Im going to

1880 of Exhibit No and do you see this

zoom out on it now so we can have better piece

very first page of that record and it shows some

pictures of snapshots during the procedure

Yes

Ano then we gc to the second page

of that but it also has some times down here

Th0ts correct

Is That where this came from

oe

Ill

The

some

cur rlrjation

Yes

So on the section here where it says Report

Thme te eord we just looked dt what generated those

mes

Yes

those time differences is that right

Yes tuats correct

Now notice in this column again looks

like its cclculation based on the differences berween the

start and stop times is that right

Thats right

Now you mentioned that the very last column was
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coamnents column that you put some convnents into right

Yes

Ill represent to you tnat thats been removed

from this and as you can see what -ts been replaced is just

the ptent numbers lice they are the other side of the chart

Yes

Okay And the last thing before we stop for the

day the next one of these which is the September 22 chart

it appears to be laid out in the same way is that correct

10 Thats correct

11 Same way with the corrwnents side on this end

12 beinc changed to the patient numbers

13 Yes

14 And on this side you askeo about the think

15 it was the hepatitis portion rioht here do you see that

16 Yes

17 And in this case it says or Do you see

18 chose

19 Yes

20 One last thino on that Do you see some of

21 those say and some of theft say Yes

22 Yes

23 Is that something you pot on there or was that

24 something different

25 No would have done those
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MR STAUDAHER Okay Your Honor this may be good

iu tu stup

THE COURT Okay Well go ahead ladies ano

gentlemen take our evening recess Well reconvene tomorrow

morning at 1100 a.m

Duming the evening recess youre reminded that

youre not to discuss the case or anything relating to the

case with eurh other or with anyone else Youre not to read

watch or listen to any reports of or commentaries on the case

person or subject matter reldting to the cdse Dont do any

incepeodent research by way of the Internet or any other

meolurit Please dont form express an opinion on the trial

Notepads in your chairs ano follow the bailiff

Throuqn the rear door

IL Jurors recessed at 456 p.m
THE COURT And maam please dont discuss your

estimony with any other witnesses during toe break

Lawyers 900 oclock

MS STANISH Pardon me

/1 THE COURT 900

MS STANISH Okay

THE COURT All might

ii Court recessed for the evening at 457 p.m
24

25
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lAS VEGAS NEVADA THURSDAY JUNE 2013 907 A.M

Outside the presence of the jury

THE COURT All right Is your first witness ready

State

MR STAUDAHER believe so yes Your honor

wiTh ne William Lathrop

THE COURT Sir just come on up heie riuht ny me

please and then face this lady right there

10 WILLIAM LATHROP STATES WITNESS SWORN

11 THE CLERK Thank you Please be seated Please

12 stdte and spell your first and last name for the recuri

13 THE WITI\1ESS William Lathrop

14 THE COURT And just or initial

15 THE WITNESS initial

16 THE COURT Initial Okay Go ahead Mr

17 Staudaher

18 DIRECT EXAMINATION

19 BY MR STAUDAHER

20 Sir understanG youre hard of hear rc is

21 tb0t correct

22 Slightly yeah

tO Okay Ill try to speak up and if durt if

24 you dont hear me

25 THE COURT Can you not hear Mr Wright
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MR WRIGHT No Who is

THE COURT William Lathrop And you have

well give you heanset and that do you have hearinc aides

in

THE WITNESS No dont hdve any

THE COURT Okay Well thdt works good because we

have headset and it picks up the riLicrophone so Im going to

have you then put that on Whats tuat

THE WITNESS Thats Great

10 THE COURT And then evamyone who wears it says it

11 helps them so well see if it helps you Okay And if you

12 dont have hearine aides thats even better because it wont

13 interfere with the hearino aides becciuse sometimes it makes

14 noise you know fiom the heciring cddes Can you hear better

15 THE WITNESS Oh yes

16 THE COURT OKay Ano then Mr Wright we dont have

17 headset for you however you hQve trouble hearing the

18 witness oh we do have oeadset

19 MR WRIGHT cont know if it will work with my

20 hearing aides Im goino to tny it one of these times

21 THE COURT Okay If not we have handhelo

22 microphone that we can give the witness Okay But for right

23 now lets just try with hs
24 BY MR STAUDAHER

25 And you also have very soft voice so if you
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cou speak as close to that microphone as possible

Oh yes

that might help Okay

Okay

You had did you have wife by the name of

Carol athrop

most certainly did

When did is she still with us

No shes passed

10 And when did she die

11 10/10/10

12 Now Im going to take you back in time lttle

13 bit to September of 2006 Were you do you live here in Las

14 Vegcs first of all

15 live in Pahrunp

16 Were you in Las Vegas on that date with your

17 wle
18 most certainly was

10 MS STANISH Judqe can sit up closer if you dont

20 rrlno so can take notes

21 THE COURT Thats fine

22 53 MR STAUOAHER

23 And what was tue purpose of you coming to Las

24 VeURs with your wife on that day

25 Emergency Not that day were talkinu about
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Were talking about coming to Las Vegas

Coming to yeah well think the health plan

that we were with they advised her to get her and both

actually to get these exams done And it really wasnt

necessary She was in good tealth up to that point but they

make it in their so called plans of prolonging life exams were

necessary

So screening type examination

Yes

10 THE COURT Were these

11 and thats how it became involved getting

12 into this outfit

13 BY MR STAUDAHER

14 And what kind of exams were these

15 colon what do they call them

16 colonoscopy

17 Is that

18 exam

19 Where they put the the scope or the tube up

20 your hottom

21 Exactly

22 Okay So you were were you haxing

23 procedure done also or was this just your wife at this time

24 No had it done pfeviously in California She

25 was going through it for the first time
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

any problems

Yes They said that

because of difficulty

STAI\ISH Excuse me

if were dealing with

KARP REPORTING INC

the exam required dir ro be

and

Con we have founcation

hearsay or firsthard

Okay So she goes to where for ti-is procedure

Shadow Lane

So the endoscopy center there

Exactly

And when she got in to the faciliy ware you

with her at the time

certainly was

Can you talk to us about what you remember

experiencing at the facility

It was little wait to get in there Then

nurse came and took her in and she was in there and the same

nurse came out when she was discharged

Now when you were or when you and sue left

or before you left rather what kind of instructions or

did tney say anything had happened

put into her

MS

Im not sure

krowledge here

THE COURT Okay Let me ask you this Dd you

Im assuming the nurse came and got your wife out of the

waiting room is that correct

Yes
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THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT How long did ycu and your wife sit in the

waiting room before the nurse came and got your wife

THE WITNESS Oh Id say roughly half hour

THE COURT Okay Ann then where did you see your

wife again Was she like lyino on gurney or did she come

hack out into the waitino room or when when when aid you

see your wife after the procedure fcr the first

THE WITNESS They sent her cut very groggy

10 THE COURT Okay Into the wciting room where all

11 the other people are sitting

12 THE WITNESS Yes

13 THE COURT Okay And did the nurse walk out with

14 her

15 THE WITNESS Very yean right about the same

16 time

17 THE COURT Okay Ann then who told you about the

18 air in in the procedure

19 THE WITNESS Tfis nurse

20 THE COURT This nurse Sc is the nurse talking to

21 you there when youan sittng in the waiting room or standing

22 in the waiting room in front of cli the other people that are

23 sitting there

24 THE WITNESS Pretty close yeah

25 THE COURT Okay Din they pull you aside to
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private area or anything like that

THE WITNESS No

THE COURT Okay Go on Mr Staudaher

BY MR STAUIDAHER

So when after you get this information did

they tell you what she needed to do because of the air and so

forth

Yes Get Gas if she had problem which she

certainly had it at the time from leaving there

10 So they said Gas was how she should take care

11 of this problem

12 Yes

ii And what kind of problem was she experiencing

14 wren she left the facility

15 Pain

16 And was this in her ahdomen or where was it

17 Im sure it was in her abeomen She was

18 comolQining that way yes

19 And for the record you you took your hnd and

20 pt it onto your stomach area is that correct

21 Yeah

22 When you just just moment ago when you were

z3 descrbing it

24 Yes uh huh

25 So did you talk to doctor at all right there
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So we observed again when the endoscopes or

colonoscopes were brought out and we observed the

anesthetists actually administering the medication

And what were your observations of the methods

or the practices of the anesthetists

So observed the anesthetists couple times

ano the first fime observed well actually

shouldnt dont recall if it was tine first time but the

most striking thing was observed ar anesttetist reuse

10 syrlnoe on patient

11 And describe what you saw Wnat did this

i2 anesthetist do

ii So the to initiate the anesthesia he han

14 raken out syringe put it into it was prefilled with

believe cc of lidocaine He put it into bottle of

16 propdno which was the anesthesia that they were using He

17 drew it no injected it into the IV line

18 Then -he patent needed additional propofol so he

i9 ano he hctd removed tte syringe from the line He took it out

20 and took the neeole off the syringe and then replacec that

21 same syringe witY new needle and went back into the propofo

22 bottle

23 And why did that catch your attention or why

24 dic that cause you concern

25 Because we know that use of reuse of syringes
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can infect the actual bottle of propofol or whatever

medictn is baing used because if patient has hepatitis

the ct of putting the needle with the syringe into the IV

can cuse pushbacic and the virus can get in that way or when

you take off the need_c it causes negative pressure and it can

push bk into the syringe

Sc if you tner have syringe thats infected you

car then infect bottle of medicatIon whatever it is

propYc vhatever

10 Anc when you saw this did this irrwediately

11 cdtch ycor attention

12 Absolutely yes

13 Is it pretty mean is it big error

14 Yes

15 Ano what did you do when you saw it

16 The procedure ended ano then did speak with

17 he anesthietis dfter the procedure ended

18 And why cid you feel you had to intervene at

19 that port

20 Because it was such breach that it hao to

21 be somebody had to be notified and so actually did

22 also call my we have supervisors who help us through the

23 investigations and called him as well

24 Who was the anesthetist that you observed

25 It was Mr Mathahs
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And after you you discussed the breach with

him

Idid

Okay Did you did you have the opportunity

while you were there tc otserve other CPNAs

Idid

And did you evei see tYern engaging in this same

practice of removino ftc noodle on syringe and reusing the

syringe

10 did oct

11 How about the use of propofol vials on multiple

12 patients did you observe th0r

13 did th0t oid observe that yes

14 With other CRNA5

15 With other CRNAs

16 Now qiven what you observed with Mr Mathabs in

17 combination wi you oosevdtons of ftc multi use of the

18 propcfo_ mean what dd you what conclusions dio you

19 draw from those two observations

20 That tat can result the transmission of the

21 virus to other people

22 And is that because of what you just explained

23 about when you go back in the vial sucks the

24 Correct Once you infect the vial and then you

25 use it on another patient theres potential for infecting
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other patients

When you talked to Mr Mathahs did you speak to

any otter employees at the endoscopy center to explain what

you hd observed him doing

just spoke to Mr Matnabs We interviewed all

the CRNA5 and that was part of my steivlew with him ann

education educationar exchange guess wth hum But then

we also spoke with physician and believe other stdff

members So small number of peop arch oav we informed

10 them what we observed and we of course tcld them about what

11 happened

12 Okay And you do you rerrembar how far into

13 your investigation that you saw this ureach

14 It was pretty early dont recall The exact

15 day hot it was definitely the first weec It was maybe two

16 or three days into tne investigation

17 Ann although you had seen this you know breach

18 where you felt like you had to just step in in between

19 patients did you continue to make observations at The clinic

20 to see there were any other breaThes or ccnarns with

21 reoard to hepatitis outbreak

22 mean we did We dont recall if it

23 was think it was after the we had observed This

24 because that again was our primary concern was the injection

25 practices But we did observe the way they cleaned the
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colonoscopies as well as you know as described we looked

at the preop ctrea and the postop area

In terms of cleaning the scopes themselves did

you personally note any deficiencies in the way the clinic was

doino thct

The only deficiency we noted was scopes were

generJ cleaneci cr dipped in solution and cleanec wiY

brush and then theyre cleaned through an automated process

Ano the only thing tnat we noted was th0t when they initially

10 cleaned the scopes they kept the solution for two scopes and

11 they were supposed to change it after every scope

12 But really the most important part in terms of

13 disinfection is the automated process and we didnr finc an3i

14 deficiencies in that We didnt think the first deflciercy

15 was defcient

16 And bseo on what you saw with the you Know

17 rht deficiency that you just descrIbed with the scope

18 cleanino in your opinion cculd that have been mechanism or

19 this transmission oE hepatitis

20 oont tnink so Very little likelihood yca
21 Agcin think the cleaning after that the automated cleaning

22 is more important than the initial stuff

23 Based on well further on in your

24 investigation or at some point in your investigation did

25 yourself and other investigators want to rule out the
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possibility of an empuoyee transfer of the virus to the

victims

Correct So we interviewed all the employees

that were available and we also requested that they give

blood specimen to see if they were Irfected

And was that ruled out as source

It was ruled cut source in combination of two

things First we h0d there was some time until we got

those results back anc nombdy testec positive for hepatitis

10 And the other thinc that made it less likely was that we

11 had patients who had different virus types the different

12 genotypes two different genotypes

13 And it was unlikely or it was not not likely at

14 all that if somebody wan infected with hepatitis and then

15 infected patients that youd have two different viruses two

16 different clusters of viruses So just didnt make sense

17 And the two genotypes were on July 25 and then

18 Septemoer the 21st

19 Correct

20 At some point maybe dont think you were

21 still at the clinic then but at some point there was genetic

22 testing or phylogenic testing done from the guess thought

23 to be source patients and the people that got infectec on

24 those two days correct

25 Correct
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And can you explain what that is

So Im not microbiologist or lahoratorian

but basIcally hepatitis mutates or there are errors in the

virus that happen pretty frequently So if viruses are close

Eocether their the their genetic sequence is very

similar But the fact that it changes so frequently if it

changes so frequently you can tell when they theyre not

rhe salle virus

So we tested what we thought was source patient so

10 somebody who came before those who were infected in the

11 procedare logs as best as we found and we fcund one patient

12 who T0tched the genetc fingerprint of one of the patients

that were infected on one of the days of July the July 25th

14 dal And then for the September 21st date again we found

1R patient who we knew ham hepatitis whose the genetic

16 fincerprint of the virus matched the other

17 The other infected people

18 The other seven that we found on that ddy

19 Based

20 or echt or seven

21 Im sorry didnt

22 Im sorry Seven seven patients

23 So seven Based on your observations and your

24 knowledge of hepatitis and your interviews did yourself and

25 your co leagues reach conclusion regarding the mechanism of
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transmission in this instance

We hought the most likely scenario was the

reuse of sv-inge in combinations witf the use of the vials on

multiple natients caused the outbreak or the transmission of

the urus

Ano as you sit here now several years later is

yuur conclusion dny dfferent than what you had made back in

20C

It is no different

10 Thank you

11 MS WECKERLY Ill pass the witness

12 ThE COURT All right Cross

13 CROSS EXAMINATION

14 BY MR WRICHT

Hello

16 Hi

17 My name is Richard Wrlcht and represent

18 Mr Dr Desai Your training before your current position

19 youre chysician

20 Correct

21 Okay And you are pediatrician

22 Correct

23 Practicec for four years and then joined the

24 CDC

25 auWble response.J
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Okay And the way you joined you joined as

on fellowshIp program

Correct

Okay And how long when did you start your

program

artec the program July 2006

Okay So you hGd you were 18 months into the

program

Thats correct

10 Okoy And this what do you call this

11 field trip fielo investigation wfere youre assigned

12 Fielo invest ioction or sometimes we call it an

13 Epi Aid

14 Okay

15 Or an epideraiclooic aTh

16 Ano yo fad ocne number of those

17 had dore before that had done two others

18 Okay And what type were those

19 oid an investigation of hepatitis in

20 adoptees from foreign countries Ano did one in hepatitis

21 or the perinatal where transmission of tiepatitis from

22 mother to child in state in the United States

23 Those two werent outbreak investigation

24 They were outbreak investigations yes

25 They were
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They were considered outbreak investigotions or

Epi Aids

Okay Whats an outbreak

So an outbreak basically means there are more

cases than you usually have in very

Okay The one was rvestiqcting trdnsmssion

from wno

Flepatits in internatlordl ddcotecs

Okay And how is that tr0nsmittd

10 Thats transmitted from And tc mouth so

11 different different from hepatitIs

12 And then the other hpatits

13 Correct

14 Thats transmitted how

15 That is transmitted in the same way that

16 hepdtits is but in this case it was dn investioation

17 looKing at mother to child transmission so throuoh the

18 birthing process So its again blood tamsmission but

19 its different way than what was In this case

20 Okay Now when you caine Im going to oo to

21 January 2008 and we know you arrivec with Meliss0 cant

22 remeriber her

23 Dr Scriaefer yes

24 Dr Schaefer Okay On January okay

25 Correct
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And your you had been called when Pm

saying you Im talking about CDC hal been called help the

Southern Nevada Health District

Correct

the Local agency health agency ann That Wa5

because they had no experience in doing this

Correct mean they have lot of outbreak

general outbreak experience but specifically with one tfat

includes infecilon control practices they had limited

10 experience

11 Okay And so when you came and you had your

12 first meeting at the Southern Nevada Health Distic on

13 Wednesday the 9th what took place at that first meetinu Did

14 you educate them

15 We did little bit about hepatitis mean we

16 have the luxury of Thcusing on one type of infection anc

17 Theyre dealino with multiple multiple infections So

18 just made sure everybooy understood little bit about

19 hepatitIs itself lhey were very experienced with outbreaK

20 investigations but again had limited experience with this

21 type of investigation

22 So we went over what you generally look for as

23 described before which was generally the infection contrcl

24 practices including the injection practices as well as the

25 endoscopes and colonoscopes
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Okay had access to your notes which you

brought and in the beginning it the beginning notes in

chronological order where you are discussing various methods

of transmission et cetera historically and what to look for

that would have been from the first meeting with the health

district

dont recall if thats if that was the

notes for that particular meeting Id have to look at the

date if you mean the date of that meeting was the 9th

10 Okay Well did you brino them with you

11 did not

12 Okay The Im goinc to hand you set of my

13 copy

14 Sure Okay

15 numbered them myself mean those werent

16 your numbers but just numbered them all the way through

17 Okay

18 Okay Ard would those you tell me starting

19 with like the beginninc just look at them Would the

20 beginning of the notes be back in Atlanta

21 Yes

22 Okay And you were planning your trip

23 Correct

24 is that right

25 Correct
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mean the notes represent all you were doing

to set up everything how ycu were going to get the saxrples

ship tnem back labeling all the stuff you do in preparation

is that correct

quess it depends on what pdges youre

referring to but yes thats the gereal

Okay Well you tell war trying to just do

it little more quickly but if you want to go page by

pace..

10 Suye No thats the general right the first

11 three pages

12 dont want to mischardcterize it either If

ii Im sy1ng something wrong

14 Its accurate

15 cut me off or correct me

16 Tell me just go ahead ano flip Im looking for

17 like tne

18 Im sorry What are you locking for

i9 first meeting with Southern Nevada Health

20 Dstrict

21 Oh Well that wed can look to see if

22 have anything

23 Im looking 1/9/08 looks like page 13

24 Thank you Yes see that

25 Im doing this Dr Langley because it was
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number of years ago so want you to look at that ano refresh

your recJlection

Sure

hope dont and does that appear to be

your notes of the first meeting with the health disrict

It is cant say that its dont know

mean it is Is added 1/9 and it has some notes

caft say that its comprehensive of what was discussed during

hat meeting but..

10 Okay But it has whole list Brian Labus

11 PCtrIcId

12 Correct

13 Stephen do you know what that says

14 thinK its Bethel Or Stephanie Bethel

15 think the name

16 And number of people at the first meeting

17 correct

18 Correct

19 Ano where it has objectives would that be you

20 explainng the obiectves

21 Its just an outline of what yes

22 Okay Like what are the objectives

23 Notify facility Investigate And then it

24 says Investigation ooking for source identify people at

25 risK and notify And then it says in parentheses Testing
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And then four it 5a5 Publicize findings

Okay So thuts ust really overall general

description correct

Yes Correct

Obey Now do you remember how long that

meeting went of you ecucating them

woulo dad to guess it would be two

hour mean thdt would be tvpica for those type of

meetings bit oort reo0ll speoifcally

10 And then ou all went over to the clinic for the

11 first tme correct

12 Correct

13 Ano its your understardng that that was the

14 first tme the clinic received notice

15 believe so cant remerrber if Brian Labus

16 had contacted them just aheao of us coming But it was

17 shortly it was in very short period of time

18 Okay Rioht And thats whdt meant mean

19 you didnt just walk the door

20 No no

21 You may Ave oalleo them but they hadnt known

22 of this

23 Correct

24 from the 2nd of January

25 They had not known correct
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Okay And when you arrived do you recall who

yuu FLLtt with

believe it was Dr Canol ano believe it

was their office manager whose name dont Tonya dont

remember her last n0me

Okay

think one of the chroe flu ces vs present

but dont remember believe it was mule dont

remember his name

10 Okay And presume you do you remember who

11 dio most of the talking

12 Brian Labus did

13 Okay Ard was that orief them on he

14 discovery the suspicons thats my woo the fuct that its

15 ted to that clinic and to tell them an investigation is to

16 take place

17 Yes

18 Okay So it all that you knew ano think

19 there were three known

20 At that point there were three known cases

21 correct

22 Okay And one was on one date two were on the

23 same date all acute hepatitis from that clinic all of

24 this was disclosed

25 Correct
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Okay There wasnt any like go in and were not

going to tell you why were here or anything

Absolutely not no

Okay And so full disclosure on your part

mecnino the CDC

Correct

the authorities there and then you ere

seeKino their cooperation and full disclosure on thcir pait

Correct

10 Okay And when do you recall the reaction cf

11 Dr Carrol or the charge nurse or Tonya Rushing the clinic

12 soc wnen it wds disciosed to them

13 They were surprised ano concerned arc wanted to

14 assist tryinc fimore it out

1k Okay And the first and think you

16 incic0ted and Ive looked at your interview with the police

17 anc the grand jury testimony So essentially first thy as

18 best you recall introcuctory meetinc and plan to come bacK

19 ano take brief tour of the facility get the lay of the land

20 to understood the procedures the rooms -crrect

21 Correct Yes

22 And it seems that the next day returning would

23 have mainly been devoted to chart review

24 There was chart review and cant as

25 recall cannot remember which day we started the actual
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observations but yes think we started with chart review

correct

Okay lArd the chart review the way you were

starting out you were getting all of the patient charts for

both days the July date nd the September date

Correct

So we get and there was like 126 patients or

procedures and so you have all of the charts and you had your

abstraction youx forms pre prepared to which you could look

10 at everything ano as part of your investigation see if

11 anything jumps out

12 Correct

13 Ano at some point you start your observations

14 ano this is your the wy you do this is ycure going to on

15 site firsthand personally aside from interviews youre going

16 to look at everything thats theoretically involved in the

17 procedures and possib_e transmission

18 Correct

19 Okay And lock at it more than once

20 Correct

21 Okay And you did that over the ten day period

22 Right dont remember how many days we spent

23 on observation

24 Oh okay

25 There was more there was probably more work
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on the chart review because of the volume of the

Okay And when and going to the

observations the you looked at preop area looked at

saline because its multi use vial or bottle

think yes

Anci on those you would observe the practices

taking place that day

Correct

And youre presuming that the practices would

10 hdve been the same six months earlier

11 That is correct

12 And mean you can go ahead and fill out any

13 answer You also askeo the people mean is this the way

14 you always do it

Yes Thats the way we always do it and then

16 the other evidence we have is from cfarts is looking at

17 charts

18 Okay The but the you dont liKe

19 youre not you may or may not be looking at the same nurses

20 on July pardon me January 10 that were working on

21 Septernoer 21

22 Thats correct

23 Okay

24 We guess we used you know our

25 observations And tuen in the chart one of the patients who
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became nfected had their IV catheter placed by an anesthetist

as uppused tu unt ftc nurses who wr doing it in the preup

ared SC WE again thoucht it was unlikely that it happened in

the preop

Okay Ar.d the and you didnt see anything in

observations like re dosing reflushing heplock

Correct Arid we asked about that also whether

ht w0s commonly done and they said it generally doesnt

hue tc be done because they go pretty quickly into the

10 procedure room whicn is what we observed

11 Okay And if there were times where patients

12 bncKcd up no they were there for like 30 minutes in the preop

13 room there may have been reflushing

14 Thcts possible

15 Okay And but as far as observations go you

16 dIdnt see anyThing that went whoops red flag

17 No We nid nct

18 Okuy in the preop room

19 Correct

20 Okay Then ycu go into the procedure room and

21 how c0ny CPNAs do you believe you observed

22 believe observed two

23 Okay And we know ones Mr Mathahs

24 Correct

25 And do we know the other
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Mr as recall Mr Mione believe his

name is or Mine

Okay The and same day different days do

you know

dont rec0ll that

Okay Ye dnd any other CPNAs observation

oort recall We han broken up into groups

SO Dr Schaefer 0na Mr Lbus we were ll observing different

people at different tmes So if one person observed

10 somebody we didrt necessaiIy arother person didnt

11 necessarily reped tuat

12 Okay Ard Mr Mione you didnt observe any

13 reuse of syringes by aryone other than Mr Mathahs

14 Correct

15 So Mr Mione obviously didnt reuse syringe

16 Correct interviewec him also and asked him

17 about it and he s0id didnt observe it amd he denied ever

18 doing that

19 Okay So wds ciidrt dont reuse

20 syringes

21 Correct

22 Okay But he acknowledged multiple using

23 propcfo on more than one patient do you know

24 dont recall whether he said he did or didnt

25 on that But think that was conmonly done in the practice
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that they were using it as multi use vial so but dont

know wr1at he said

Okay And you werent conducting criminal

investigation correct

No

Okay Ard so like when you intctvieweo Mr

Mione or Mr Mathahs you didnt prepare like eport of it

or record tape record it correct

No Correct We didnt cc tndt

10 And so ike on Mr Mioi medn du you recall

11 from Observation he wasnt reusing right

12 Correct

13 the syringes

14 Correct

15 And is it fair to sdy do you like actually

16 remember watching Mr Mione or its just you know you did and

17 you know there was no other reuse of syringes

18 mean just did not see him reuse singe

19 observed him and did not see him reuse syringe mean

20 was looking for that obviously and so

21 Okay But what Im skinc is do ou remeriber

22 Mr Yione

23 do yes

24 Okay Whats he look like

25 believe he had gray hair that was pulled back
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in ponytail as recall

Huw old

think maybe in his SOs 60s dont recall

exactly

Okay was just tryirg to make sure wflct

Vinnie was

Okay

Did yo know Mr Sagenoorf

dont recall that name no

10 Okay Was Mr Mione clean shaven

11 mont recall think so dont think he

12 had dedrd

13 Okay But in any event he didnt Mi Mione

14 as you recall and theres no notes or anything of this

15 correct

16 dont recall seeing anything in my notes ahot

17 it

18 didnt either but

19 dont recall seeing..

20 Okay But Mr Mione no syringe reuse We

21 dont know if he acknowledged multiple use of uropofol vial

22 but it was clear to you from the clinic that they were using

23 propofol vials multi with multi patient correct

24 Correct

25 Okay Now your observation of Mr Mathahs a5
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understand it he you observed that he initially dosed

th patient with liducaint propofol fhst injection Th

patient needed an additional dose and so Mr Mathahs had the

same needle and syringe which he had removed from the IV and

he took of the needle threw it in the sharps container

guess dont know

Correct

Got out new sterile one put it on the same

syrinqe and then went back into the same propofol vial

10 Thats correct

11 And then re dosed the gave another dose to

12 the patent

13 Thats correct

14 Okay And the did Ye did he then reuse

15 that vial You steppeo in

16 That dont no cidrt step in rioht

17 the procedure ended actually and actually dont know if

18 that vial was reused or whethei it as finished or not

19 Okay So as far as what he did there would

20 have been no method of transmission unless te was multi using

21 propoo vials

22 Thats correct It has to be combination of

23 the syringe and the reuse

24 So what you saw was one half of the necessary

25 combination
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One piece of the puzzle correct

And so seeing that procecure over you

interviewed him

Correct

Okay Arid think it was like 10 to 20 minute

interview was your is what read

Correct

And you told tell us as best you recall the

exchange

10 told him mean it was it was

11 comprenensive interview but believe started with what

12 hao cbserved which was the reuse of syrinqe And his

13 reaction was that he didnt think that wds improper that he

14 hab that he thought as long as he didnt reuse the needle

15 that tFnnt was okay to reuse the syringe And so explained

16 him that it wasnt especially in combination wiTh using

17 The same using single dose via on multiple patients

18 Okay And he do you recall that he said

19 wouldnt would never reuse needle

20 Correct Thats what he sdid

21 Okay And he said am putting on new

22 sterile needle

23 Correct

24 And his misapprehension was that that was safe

25 Correct That was my he didnt say that but
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he basically sam that he thought that it was okay to reuse

the syr one as lung as the needle was riot reused

Okay Ard that you were you were there

enoaqed in the conversation Did Mr Mathahs appear sincere

ano neLine about it

bad no reason to doubt him

Oka Ard so as far as he understood he was

enc0oicc sJe practice but in fact it was not under

Correct That was my that was my

10 interpretation He dlorit use the word safe but he thouqht

11 it was cicay

12 Okay And to put it different way he didnt

13 recoonize that he was engaged in any risKy behavior

14 MS WECKERLY Objection

15 THE COURT Sustained Re ask that question

16 different way And that wasnt conveyed to you correct

17 THE WITNESS Im sorry

18 THE COURT That wasnt conveyed to you in

19 THE WITNESS That he used that word risk

20 THE COURT Right

21 THE WITNESS Correct That was not conveyeo

22 BY MR WRIGHT

23 Okay He believed all through your entire

24 intercflange with him you believed that he simply

25 misunderstood the risks that were involved
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That was my interpretation yes

Okay And ht alsu 5diu wunt do it anymure

He did say that yes

Okay Ard the you knowing this information

then went to thinK you called your supervisor in Atlanta

1013

Okay Arc then you han meeting with Dr

Cayrol Tonya Rushng and do you reca who else

Again wan that change nurse dont

10 recall

11 Male or female

12 thInK ft was male

13 Jeff Krueoer

14 reall dont recall tne name

15 Okoy Male chdrge nurse

16 But nelieve those were the people who were in

17 the room

18 Okay Ard these meetIngs throughout this

19 process you woulc have sumxia meetings like daily with the

20 clinic

21 Thats correct

22 Okay Whatever transgressions were found or

23 correctHons hygiene anything whether its hepatitis

24 transmission related or not these things need to be

25 corrected
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Thats correct

So thyie brought to theii attartiun

Thats correct

Okay And so you immeoiately dont icow if

it was 1mmediaely But you had sucf meeting with Dr

Carrol male charge nurse and Ton3a Rush no und told them

whct you had observed and what Keith Mthahs explQineo to you

Correct

Okay And what was their respcnRe

10 As recall think there w0s surprise th0t he

11 was reusing the syringes but..

12 Okay Let me show you your interviw with the

13 police department

14 Okay

15 This is simply do you h0ppen to have it

16 dont

17 Okay Pane 21 Pane 21 and more if you need

18 recd it

19 Sure

20 to refresh your recolection

21 So did you want me to

22 No no Read it to yourself

23 Oh okay It looks simiar to what just said

24 Right Look at page eight Im looking at

25 the index here
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Okay Acrain it looks similar to what just

said thdt they were surpiised

Okay Did you state that they were surprisei up

the syringe reuse

Correct

Okay And they stated

MS WEThKERLY Cbjection Hearsay

MR WRICHT Pardon

MS WECKERLY Hearsay

10 THE COURT Tf ats sustainec

11 MR WRIGHT All of these witnesses are goinc to

12 testiy here

13 THE COURT Well then they can testify

14 MR WRIGHT Okay

15 BY MR WRIGHT

16 What was your understanding regarding the use of

17 propofo

18 Im not sure understand the question

19 From the meeting with them

20 What was my understanding of

21 Rioht

22 of the use of propofol

23 Richt In the meeting

24 THE COURT Do you mean how it was used

25 THE WITNESS Yeah dont know
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MR WRIGHT No She goes to meeting and the

Stct

THE COURT Well no was

MR WRIGHT The State doesnt want it revealed what

Dr Carrol said

THE COURT Okay think that

MR WRIGHT Even though hes testifying here

THE COURT Mr Wright think the witness didnt

understand the question wasnt sure of the question so

10 attempted to clarify it Thats not what you meant so

11 perhaps you can state your question or ask your question or

12 clarify your question so that the wtness knows what you mean

13 BY MR WRIGHT

14 Did you co to have meeting with them to report

15 two transgressions

16 Correct

17 Okay And it would be syringe reuse Mr

18 Mathahs

19 Correct

20 And propofol culti patient use

21 Correct

22 Okay And what was the response

23 My interpretation was that they were surprised

24 ann they said that they would

25 MS WECKERLY Objection Hearsay
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THE WITNESS stop doing it

MR WRIGHT ci nut uffuring it fur thu truth uf thu

matter Im offering it to show what they then did or what

transpired

THE COURT All right We then guess the

questions based on their reaction wfat did you do next or is

uht is that where youre going

MR WRIGHT Yeah what did they say

THE WITNESS What did they say They said that they

10 would

11 THE COURT Yeah that

12 MS WECKERLY My objection is hetrsay again

13 THE COURT Ill see counsel

14 MR WRIGHT said Im not offering it for the

15 truth

16 THE COURT Mr Wright

17 MR WRIGHT of the matter

18 THE COURT Mr Wright

19 MR WRIGHT learned this

20 THE COURT Mr Wright Il see you at the bench

21 MR WRIGHT Sorry

22 THE COURT because Im failing to see what the

23 relevance is if youre not offering it for the truth but you

24 can explain it up here

25 Of record bench conference
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THE COURT Mr Wright rephrase your cuestion

BY MR WRIGHT

Without revealing what you stated to the grand

jury you tell me were you did you perceive that they

Crrol Tonya Rushing and the male charge nurse did you

boileve that they were surprised by reuse of syringes

Yes

Okay Did you believe they were same people

weie srprised by reuse of multi patient use of propofol

10 No dlorit perceive it They didnt know

11 nt or they stated they didnt know what was wrong with

12 50t

lu Okay Now the propofol that was being used at

14 -he clinir was labeled single patient single use single

1R patient use something like that

16 Correct

17 correct

18 Thats correct

19 Ano this propofol was being the standaro of

20 practice in the clinic was riultiple patient use of he single

2i use vid correct

Thats correct

23 Ann do you know why its single use

24 Some of it is for what understand infection

25 control purposes and its also relatively short half life
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or the medicine doesnt stay fresh very long

Okay Meaning propofol duesnt have like

preservative in it

Correct as far as know

to make it last ong time

Coirect It only lasts certain amount of

ime correct

Ano so Us your understarding that part of the

multi use designa oo of the propofol is because once open

10 it for the first Line it has number of hours within which

11 it needs to be used or theres risk for bacterial growth

12 Correct Arid then also the again not using it

13 on more than one patient Both those reasons were..

14 Okay But the no usg it on more than one

15 patient becomes problem only if Im reusing syringe

16 correct

17 Correct In this case yes In the

18 transmission of hepttis yes thats correct both things

19 have to happen

20 Because if am using 50 50 vial of

21 propofo can cxaw up for five patients with five clean

22 brand new syringes wIpe the top off can use that one vial

23 for five different patients and that is totally clean

24 non hepatitis non contamination proper behavior

25 From hepatitis point of view thats correct
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You may get high risk of bacterial contamination But thats

correct front dlpatitis point of viw ys
Okay But if if they send it to me with

little spike on it do you know what spike is on hepatitis

val
On propofol

THE COURT mean well tflct was Freudian slip

guess have guestion tYouch When you say

bacterial contamination would Th0t be a5 result of airborne

10 bacteria that could get on the litt rubbet stopper thing

11 THE WITNESS Well think its list yeah and

12 some pecple will wipe it off with an antbacterial But eacn

13 Lime you go into vial theres chdnce of that

14 THE COURT Because of stuff thdts in the air and

15 THE WITNESS If the needle isnt clean for other

16 reasons yeah But from hepatitis point of view correct

17 BY MR WRIGHT

18 Okay But on even the nacterial poin of view

19 mean if Im using the device that comes with it instead

20 of puttng needle in you put this oevice on top Theyve

21 called it spike here in the courtroou And its device

22 you put on top of propofol vial then you take the syringe

23 without needle and fill it up and you take the next four

24 one two three four five you filled it up completely no

25 needles whatsoever then you put clean needle on each one
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Im just not familiar with that dont know

Okay Well can you accepting thdt scendtiu

any way thats improper for bacterial

dont know

Okay ts just basically never mino

Strike that

At the end of that meeting dio the practices that

meetino with Dr Carrol when you brought to theIr dttention

the reose of syringes and multi patient use of prpofol dd

10 he practices then change

11 believe so

12 Okay mean as you uoderstood

13 As understood yes

14 And from your observations there goino forw0ro

15 there wds no more of that

16 dont recall whether we did more observations

17 or whether we then focused on the charts

18 Okay

19 But Im not aware of whether they wenu back or

20 not

21 Now in your observatons and interviews there

22 was no propofol moving room to room correct

23 Not that we observed no

24 Okay Arid according to the interview

25 Correct What they had told us is that people
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may change rooms but the propofol didnt Thats what they

told us

Okay And the when they changed rooms

mean you testified as to what they told you any room change

would have been at lunch breaks

Thats wiat they had told us

Rioht And is that what you observed

Thats what we observed on the days we were

there correct

10 While you were there aid they have Saturday

11 retraining session for everyone in the clinic

12 Yes

13 And that wds Saturday after these events had

14 come to light and retraining was going on

15 Thats correct as recall yes

16 Now you concluded epiderniologically is that

17 correct

18 Epidemiclogically yes thats correct

19 Okay That the most likely mode of transmission

20 was reuse of syringe coupled with multiple patient use of

21 propofur vial

22 Thats correct

23 Okay And you did not rule out scopes as

24 method of transmission but believed it was less likely

25 Well from everything we observed and from our
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chart review we thought it was very low likelihood

Okay The in the grdnO jury did you

testiry We thought that was less likely we didnt rule that

out but we didnt think that was as likely again because of

The way this virus spreads

suppose thats what said but basically

said or wnat think its very low liKelihood that it would

have been And part of it was because again this is

blood norne infection and the only really oloody part to the

10 procedure is biopsy and there were multiple patients who

11 were infected who did not receive biopsy

12 So as soon os you saw Mr Matahs that ended as

13 far as you were concerned

14 No We still actually we still observed the

15 scopes As recall our observation of the scope cleaning

16 happened after our since our number one theory was the

17 injection practices we did that first as recall But we

18 definitely still observed the endoscopic procedures dnd the

19 cleaning and we guestioned them about the biopsy equipment

20 itselR and how it was nisposed of ann whether it was reused

21 ano so forth

22 When you said you cou cint rule it out to the

23 grand jury what does that mean

24 Well to me that means couldnt rule it out with

25 100 percent certainty
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Okay What about the saline

TTh pdlt uf it you know in the observation on

The d03s of observations we didnt observe anything irrecular

but think more importantly than that when we actually went

bcK nd looked at tie chart reviews at least one of the

pTh ants did not have an IV inserted by nurse in the preop

nut it was done in the procedure room by nurse

anesthetist

Okay Arid so what does that mean

10 So there was no saline flush that was done so

11 Okay Did you observe you were there on

12 yoL werent there on the days of the events right

13 No of course not But we asked them when

14 when tne anesthetists would put in an IV ttien the propofol

15 wcs anriLnistered there was generally not an IV flush And

16 mh0ts what we were told anyway We did not observe that

17 Okay Were you told ttat there were occasions

18 when tuere was problem putting the IV in so the CPNA5 would

19 do ic necause the nurse hd missed the veins twice or

20 somethIng

21 dont recall whether they said that mean

22 h0t would seem reasonable but dont recall asking about

23 that or them telling me

24 Were you told about the saline use in the

25 procedure room to push the propofol and where they drew that
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saline

nont recall

Okay So when you sac cant rule out like

ooot tnnk said cant rule out saline

dont dort hOW

Din you ru out saline

oH again we dlcnt think that was

likely cause Jter or observations ano also the fact that

one of the IIs were 0ced by nurse anesthetist

the propofol

MR

THE

MR

THE

Okc. Ihe bottom line the most likely cause is

syrnce reuse

Correct

WRIT OHtm

COURT

WRIGHI

COURT

Mm ham

No finther questions

All ioht Mr Sartacroce

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR SANTACROT

Oood 0fternoon

Good 0fternoon

represent Mr Lakeman in this case You had

testified that your bdckground was as pediatrician is that

correct

Thats correct

now

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

ne Courts inculgence
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And then in January of 2008 you had been at the

CDC fu yeai and half

Thats correct

And believe you testified that you hao done

two otner investigations durino thdt time period

Thats correct

Ann those investigdtiLJr ete herctitis for

foreign adoptions and then transfer cram mother to baby

Of hepatitis correct

10 Since that time how mary investigations have you

11 done

12 am no longer in the Yepttis nroup

13 finished my fellowship and went on to arorhe group So Ive

14 done investigations wth respiratory oiseases non related

15 area

16 Okay So how many hepatts investigations

17 have you done while you were at the CDt

18 That was the one have acne other studies on

19 hepdtits but not outbreak investigations Ive done

20 an0lyses of data

21 So the only outbreak lnvestigdtion a5 the one

22 rhat were here for today

23 Correct And so part of our training its not

24 just outbreak investigations There are otoer parts of

25 epidemiology that we cover so thats just piece of our
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training

Okay But II tdlking abuut tbe nuts Win bcltb

of investigating the hep outbreak this w0s it

Thats correot Thats correct

So it was kind of like on the job irainlno

wouldnt call it that per se but If you ant

to

No you didnt did

Yeah Thats right

10 Would that be fair or not

11 Sure

12 mean youre learninc as youre crino roht

13 mean Im learnino today

14 Sure

And Ive been doing this for lono time

16 Sure

17 Okay When you came here you had some

18 guess some ideas as to what you thoucht the method of

19 tr0nsmission was

20 Correct

21 And the ideas you had is that it was hroucli

22 unscfe use of medicine propofol

23 Correct

24 correct

25 Yes
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So you caine out here with that idea in your

head not univ yuu but nan gu5b your cuflaagu Dr

Schaefer too

That was our number one concern

Number one concern

Yes

So when you set out on your investigation you

specifically set out to sort of valoate that theory isnt

thut wouldnt that be fair

10 would say we came out to look at that as one

11 piece but we also looked at other things

12 Ano Im not saying you werent objective Im

13 just saying that you come out with an idea you seek to

14 validate that idea

15 Correct But we also looked at other thinos as

16 well

17 Now wuen you came out here believe you

18 testified if not here in the grand jury that 3iou started out

19 by doing some chart ieviews

20 Correct

21 Ano when say started out Im not talking

22 about the meetino Im talking about really getting into the

23 facility and is tuat correct

24 Thats correct

25 And how long did you spend on the chart reviews
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As 11 recall it was maybe half day or so

We just wdntd tu see gt suma idea uf what would be

looKing for when we did our observations

And there was around 60 patients on each

infected day

Thats correct

So you looked at 120 patient charts

Not on that first day no

Did you ever look at all the patient charts

10 We looked at all the patient charts from those

11 two days

12 Okay At some point durHrg the investigation

13 At some point correct

14 But it wasnt the first day

15 No it was riot the first oay

16 So when you say you spent half day on chart

17 review tell me what you did for that h0if day

18 We were just looking well we looked first at

19 the patents believe that were Infected and we looked at

20 just the procedure logs to see how tYey were laid out and get

21 an idea of who was involved with the procedares how lono they

22 lasted and just to get an understandinc of how the procedures

23 were being done

24 And why was that information important to you

25 It would help us figure out how who to talk
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to what to observe But we were constantly going back and

foith utwtCn luuKing at tbe charts and duing tbe ubsrvations

so th0t we could put the pieces together

Would there be certain amount of time you

spent in observation then come back to the charts or..

It depenoed on what we found

Okay Can you tell me whether information you

oeaneo from the patient charts that was important to you in

deterrainino the likel food of an outbreoic or mechanism for

10 an outuredk

We were looking at the amount of well what

prccedore was dore what anesthesia was used how much

anesthesia wds used who administereo the anesthesia vbat

14 he procedure was so was it upper erdoscopy lower erdoscopy

whetner tnere was bopsy done during the procedure ano if

16 there were any complications during the procedure

17 And yoo relied on the inforriation in that chart

18 correct

19 There were as recall there vvere sort of

zO Fhree there was one patient chart but it had three parts

21 it It was the health history the anesthetists record

22 ann then the nurses so kept record

23 And again my question is You relied on the

24 information

25 Oh Im sorry Yes
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in those charts

old yes

correct

Correct Thats correct

Anc von were asked gtesticn in the grand jury

that wnat you found out lcter that some of those things

werent ac urae Do you remember how you umswered that

cont recall no

Im ooinc to show you grand cry transcript on

10 pace See if this refreshes your recollection And all of

11 the scrhblino stuff Is mine Its not yours so If youd

12 just take nook at this ffrt here

13 Yeah just replied

14 THE STAUDATiR Page 51 Counsel

15 MC SANTACROCE Dh maybe gave you the Im

16 sorry Pace few numbers off

17 THE WITNESS So Im sorry Can you ask me my

18 question the onestion again

19 BY MR SANTARDCE

20 Yes Im sayino the question asked by the grand

21 jury is What if lou found cut later that some of this

22 information was not correct how would it affect your

23 analysis and what was your reply

24 epliec it would make it yes it would make

25 it sort cant read where the scribbles but sort out the
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line of transmission difficult to ficure cut

So if the nfcrma ion toot you relied on was not

accurate or possibly changed subsequently it would make in

your words the line of transmission dfficult to figure out

is that correct

Thats correct Thats wtat said

Now one of the areas that you looked at was the

saline njections in tic preop drca correct

Thats correct

10 And believe you scid that you ruled that out

11 because you noticed th0t one of the Leplocks on one of the

12 infection dates was started by lANA

13 Thats correct

14 Im just lookino for some evidence when Im

15 turning my back on you

16 Teiepione interruption

17 THE MARSHAL Evurybodu just maKe sure tha your

18 phones are off

19 BY MA SANTACROCE

20 You did trip rcport regarding this case

21 correct

22 Thats correct

23 And you were the lead author of that

24 That is correct

25 Do you have copy of that with you
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dont

Im referring tu Bates exhibit Stdes

Exhibit 92 If you look on your screen Im cuing co put

something up there Can you see that okay

can see that yes

On the 7V start column no you see that

Yes

And Id ask ycu to go to 7/25 date

Okay

10 See that CPNA Case stteo cc is that

11 correct

12 Yes

13 And then if you go dowr to the sou cc putient

14 7/2u cur report says CENA No startec ttdt

15 Thats correct

16 Did you rely on that rformtlcr in coming to

17 the conclusion you did that possibly the saline preop area was

18 not an Infection concern

19 We reliec on that in combination with wlat we

20 observed and what the nurses told us about the fat that they

21 rarely ever used the s1ine flush more toan one
22 Okay Well talk about that in seconc can

23 save cot of time here by telling you that with your

24 colleague we showed her the medical records of this Patient

25 No Michael Washington and it shows that nurse with the
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initials LC actually started the heplock for that patient

then your colleague acknowledged that it was mistake

Okay

Do you have any reason to doubt that or do you

want me to show you the record

No hdve no reason to doubt it

So that was an error

Correct

There were some other errors on the report in

10 that youve identified on 7/21 the IV starts for those ddys

11 with RN and and the recoras from the evidence shows

12 that ttere was only two RNs tha starteo those heplooks on

13 those days Do you cave an explanation as to why those errors

14 appeared in there

15 dont

16 But this was information you relied upon

17 correct

18 Thats correct

19 Im goino to show you States Exhibit No 166

20 On September 21 can you see that

21 Yes can

22 Do you want me to zoom in or is that okay

23 No Thats fine

24 September 21 source patient Kenneth Rubino

25 heplook was started by Lynette Campbell Infected patient
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Rodolf Meana heplock started by Lynette Campbell Infected

patient Suiiia Orellasiu hepluck staited by Lynette Campbell

Infected patient Gwendolyn Martin heplock started by Lynette

Campbeli The next patient could not be genetically linked to

the cluster but the heplock was started by Lynette Campbell

Do you see that

Yes

That was in Room ano Ill represent to you

that the CPNA in that room was Keith Mathahs Room CRNA

10 Mr Lakeman Infected patient Patty Aspinwall heplock

11 started by Lynette Campbell Carole Grueskin heplock started

12 by Lynette Campbell My question to you is Did you have

13 this information when you ruled out the possibility or

14 likelinood that transmission could have been started by

15 saline

16 We had all the information from whatever was

17 written in the chart

18 Did you know that there was commonality in the

19 heplack

20 gather from the report that we put out no

21 there was it looked lIke we put down there were different

22 people who started tue saline

23 So that was mistake on your part as to the

24 what you relied on correct

25 gness you can call it that dont know
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Io have to look at the charts again

Now alsu on this chart the other persun who

stcrted heplocks on that day who shared the same preop room

and you noticed you observed that the saline being used was

multi dosed correct

The via were labeled as multi dose We never

saw them being as multi used as multi dose but They are

labeled as multi dose

And if there was testimony and again ths is

10 my reco_lection of the testimony that multi dose vials of

11 saline were used in the preop area during infection dates you

112 would nave no reason to dispute that would you

13 have no reason to dspute tney would be used

14 How they whether they would be used on tne same patiert

1R multiple times that dont know wcsnt there

116 Okay Jeff Krueger started toe heplock for

17 Stacy Hutchison and another patient who cannot generically be

18 lirced to the cluster same day same preop room and same

19 vials of saline Did you consider tlis information when you

/0 dismissed the likelitood that transmission could have started

21 in the saline preop area

22 Again we had evidence th0t tOere were different

23 people We didnt dont believe we knew what preop area

24 they were in And from our observations and the fact that

25 they oniy usually flush in talkinc to the nurses that they
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call double

Ive already

re dose the

multi dose

10 rioht

11 Mm hum

12 Golnu mack in

13 Yes

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Okay Well was what you call or what we

dlppinu Okay

Mm hum

Double dipping is going bok into vial after

useo it once on patient going back in to

pa iert right

Richt And then rlcht and then

Roht Whether its single dose vial or

vial cml were talking now is use of syringe

using it second time to use on the same

patient

Yes

Today nest practices are dont do that correct

Correct

Do you recognize that there was time in the

recent past when rh0t was viewed as safe

oont Im Ive seen articles where reuse

of syringes from patiert to patient was done in the remote

past out you know dont

No no Not patient to pQtient mean in

fact it seems to me there were artIcles where like in the
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90s patient to patient were used mean places that

actually use it on one patient then they took and changed the

needle thinking that that made it sterde and then used on

another patient was as high was the

MR STAUDAHER Objection Assumes facts not iii

evidence Shes not familiar with this

MR WRIGHT Im asking

THE COURT Well he can ask If that ever occurred in

her knowledge or that was practie th0 was

10 BY MR WRIGHT

11 mean oo you recocnze tflat was

12 THE COURT mean you cdn probabiy find one

13 BY MR WRIGHT

14 prevalent in like the 90s

15 recognize that that cid occjr the prevalence

16 of which cant speak to But yes recognize that thdt did

17 occur

18 Okay think they callec mat overt reuse or

19 something

20 Right

21 And so tiats like usno the same needle arid

22 syrinqe all day in practice and just changing the needle

23 And then that thats not good practice

24 Correct

25 And so slowly the incinence of that has become
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less and less through education and maybe younger doctors like

yourself coming around Do you recaanize tnat

Yes

Okay And the reuse of the syringe not overt

not p0t ent to patient but simply Im coing to reuse it on

the same patient weve had doctors in here testfy lredy

th0t that is absolute 100 percent safe and the ould defy

anyone to prove how there could be contaminition becduse Im

usinc the same needle same syrinue on the sara- patient

10 So

11 And that practice was viewed as accepable

12 would you agree with that in the past

13 cant answer that question don

14 dort know

15 Okay And

16 didnt practice back in the 90s so

17 Okay You were educated in different time

18 Correct

19 Ano these studies that you participate in

20 recognize that somehow there is this lapse whether its

21 education whether its having an officer on premises or

22 something but somehow some of these things best practices

23 just persist not being followed correct

24 Yes There are instances where best practices

25 are not followed despite the fact that they should be yes
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Okay But large number of them like in this

study 28 percent reusing multi use vials

Reusing single use vials correct

Correct And somehow there is no recognition of

the what you see is the risk correct

cant explain why these people did that

whether it was lack of recognition or other reasons but that

could be one reason

Well you dont think theres one out of four of

10 those people are criminals just consciously doing something

11 wrong do you

12

13 MR STAUDAHER Objection Speculation Your Honor

14 THE COURT All right Wel she already said she

lL cant answer

16 BY MR WRIGHT

17 mean who in the CDC mean maybe Im

18 talKing to the wrong person Who is it that studies this slow

19 recognition of adopting best practices the resistance in the

20 helthoare commurity

21 dont know as far d5 specific study for why

22 certain things are adopted know that we have you know

23 educational campdigns and do our best to get these

24 recommendations and work with professional organizations into

25 the hands of the providers so that they do follow them
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Okay But you also recognize that there are

people out there heaithcare providers that veve heard in

this courtroom who insist double dipping is safe

Im aware of that yes

Okay And they will argue with you about it and

defy you to show how there could be any contamination or any

spread of disease

If we had Pa ph McDowell here CPNA he would

challenge you and say take needle and syringe wipe off

10 propofol air dry it go in viithdraw use it on that

11 patient The patient needs redose wipe it off take the

12 same needle and syringe go in take it cut dose that

13 patient again then take everythirg used on this patient

14 throw it away am absolutely aseptic and safe when do

15 that is what he says And is he correct that he is aseptic

16 and safe

17 So am not concerned when that practice if

18 every single one of those steps is foliowed resulting in an

19 outbreak of hepatitis virus infection What am concerned

20 is is when they forget or they skip step and they dont

21 throw that vial away Thats why its best practice that you

22 dort re enter because mistakes as you said happen and you

23 dont throw the vial away and its then used on subsequent

24 patients

25 So the practice youre describing that he did is
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not if they do every single one of those steps routinely

is not going to result in an outbreak of hepatitis

Okay And so it isnt his practice it would

simply be mistake or an accident if something happened

h0ts the risk correct

If his routine knowledneable practice is that he

woys does this you are taking risk by re enterino that

vl even for that patient if you dont discard the vial

inmeditely after the case So whether accident intent

10 dsti0ction whatever thats the thats the what Im

11 concerned about

12 Okay

13 Ano so if dont reenter the vial Ive taken

14 nht contamination out of the chain and that risk out

1k Okay Its just prophylactic preventative

16 ype tvling to make it less likelihoocx of an aciden as

17 opposed to it being an improper

18 MR STAUDAHER Im going to object to accident

19 Tftts not what shes testifying to

20 MR WRIGHT wasnt wasnt

21 THE COURT Finish your cruestion

22 MR WRIGHT cant remember it The

23 BY MR WRIGHT

24 You are it isnt the practice if am doing

25 as represented to you and Im wiping the top doing
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everytnlng bes practces and am simply using one needle

and one syrincie for one potient and can re dose her like

if its fou doses of propofol and was using 20 and its

all done and Im done with both and throw it away that is

absolutely s0fe ann aseptic but your best practices that say

should never do that because migYt make mistake

Our recommendation is you dont do that because

yes if you dont throw that vial away and you use it on other

patients you nis infecting them yes

10 Okay That would be mistake under my

11 scenario

12 Yes

13 Okay And the same thing where we look at

14 propmio if we use Mr Scgendorf wio said we in California

15 in that clinic we use propofol use it all up but every

16 sirgie time we go into that 50 or 20 or 10 we use brand new

17 needle and syrinae every single entry injection toss it

18 away that practice is absolutely aseptic safe and no risk of

19 transmission of hepattis

20 would not see how that would result in

21 hepatitis transmisson

22 Okay And it is safe

23 clean area new needle and new syringe for

24 each entry into the vial focusing just on hep that would

25 not could not see how that would result in viral
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hepatitis transmission

Okay Ar1d the once aguin best if these best

practices were rules they would be Mr Sagendorf the

clinics he work at are violatino the best practices of the

CDC

Theyre violdtino he labeling on the

medicatIon the best the recommenoations of CDC the

recoranendations of thie American Soc ety for Anesthesiolocy

and the recommendations of vdryino other professional

organizations

Okay Violition vio ating any regulations or

laws or statutes youre aware of

Througn the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid

Services yes They when than irspect would issue

citation if they saw multi pdtient use of single use

Okay On the multi use its presently

that occur in 2009

The multi use

No Im sorry What

The no Im not talking about syringes now

CDC not CCC whats the other one

CMS Medicare

Right 200 that was implemented

That sounds about right

So that never hdppened until after this

dont know if ir happened prior to this but

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

vial

did
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it was on the worksheet that they were supposed to be using

systematically to assess that practice dont know if they

did or didnt cite previous to that but it was made

systematic thing to actually look at that

Okay Before recommenoations the teeth were

put into it in 2009 correct

Im sorry Can you repeat

Teeth were put into it tYats thc way call

it

10 Sure

11 So and of course the events here occurred in

12 2007

13 Yes

14 Okay Now the the chancico of the needle

15 practice okay

16 Okay

17 Youre aware of the what oo you cIl it

18 misbelief misapprehend mean wiat dc you call the myth

19 -hat that is safe or the miss

20 Im aware of that

21 Okay And what practitioners believe that

22 putting new sterile needle on the syringe is makes it

23 safe

24 Yes

25 thats myth out there right
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Yes Yes

And do you know where that caine from

dont

Okay And the but there are you

understand that even today on the various studies that there

are sti practitioners believing changino needles makes it

safe unit to use again

Yes believe there are still practitioners

that be ieve that chanoing the needle maKes it safe for

10 syrinqe use

11 Okay Have you seen that before

12 Yes have

13 Are you familiar with what it is

14 Im f0mlliar with what it is but if youre

15 goino to ask specifics want to are you going to put it

16 up here so can look

17 Yeah

18 Okay thank you

19 First need to mark

20 Okay Thank you

21 MR WRIGHT Next in order

22 THE COURT Did you show that to the State

23 MR STAUDAHER Yes No objection to its admission

24 THE COURT No objection All right We can admit

25 that tnen
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Defendants Exhibit M-1 admitted

MR WRIGHT Misperceptions that was the word was

looming for

BY MR WRIGHT

Exhibit are you able to read that

Yes sir

Is this currently uti ized

Its from its not from the CDC website

Its from the One and Only Campaign website dont Know if

10 this is still on there or nct

11 Okay Are these mean tuese myths and

12 truths are still persistent and theyre still being taught out

13 there

14 Richt Were still tryinc to debunk the myths

15 Okay And the first myth it says Dangerous

16 mIsperceptions Here are some examples of dangerous

17 misperceptions about safe inection practices Myth changing

18 the needle makes the syringe safe for reuse Truth once they

19 are used both the neenle and syringe are contaminated and

20 must be discarded new sterile needle and new sterile

21 syringe should always be used fot each patient and to access

22 medical vials correct

23 That is what it says

24 And so this is this comports with your CDC

25 best practices
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Correct

And next one Syringes can be reused as long as

an injection is administered through an intervening length of

IV tubing

Thats what it says under the myth yes

Okay And its myth because we didnt really

utilize IV tubincs and in this case

Correct

it hasnt been discussed tflat much other than

10 at But with an IV tubing is there myth that

if inject way up high on the tubing there isnt any chance

of contamination

think theres myth if you inject anywhere

14 wthin the tubing that there it prevents contamination

15 Okay If you dont see blood in the IV tubing

16 or syringe it means that those supplies are safe for reuse

That is myth

18 Thats myth And the truth is what

19 Do you want me to read it

20 Or you can just say it either way

21 Just that you can have viral or bacterial

22 p0thogens present even without visible blood in the syringe or

23 he tubing or the needle

24 Okay Single dose vials of large volumes that

25 appear to contain multiple doses can be used for more than one
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patient.t1 And the best practice is it should not be used for

more tnan 0Cc patient correct

Correct

Arid the this still still has to be

utilized and t0ucht ann have webinars because people still

persist tflct they are dcting safely in doing certain things

which ocnt omport wCth best practices right

Coirect

When you went back to Atlanta back in 2008 you

10 CDC you al iere continuing to communicate with the Southern

11 Nevd0 Health District

12 Yes

13 Oky Ard Southern Nevada Health District and

14 you all were ormulat1ng notification plan because of the

15 unsafe practices that Yad been observed at the clinic

16 Yes

17 Okay Now you know ultimately it ended up an

18 approximate four yecr patient notif cation

19 Yes

20 Okay Was there plan within COO to make it

21 lesser six month

22 cont dont recall

23 Okay

24 That might have been discussions with

25 supervisors and others dont recall
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Im asking because saw in your notes

Okay What pane If you show me might be

able to figure

Cant read the

Whats ftc paGe before can you read that one

Sixteen ft zU

So this page Ibis p0ce

Yes

Okdy

10 Just look at that reac it to yourself

11 Okay

12 Does that refiesh your recollection at all

13 Somewhat

14 Okay know if doesnt make lot of sense

15 to me ether but it looks like to me there was proposal for

16 six month notificaton ard then depending upon the results

17 it may be expanded Does that look

18 So again and Im limited in my recollection

19 here Im you know think that there was at least from

20 what the notes here discussion of focusing on you know we

21 had transmission in July anO September so focusing on that

22 period and doing really intense following of all the results

23 to do and for CDC to do aoditional specialized testing to

24 look for other clusters of transmission so that you know we

25 could focus on that time period
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And dont recall if if at this point in time

there was uncertainty about the duratIon that syringe reuse

and the reuse of the vials had been goino on because

sometimes thats factor in And you know it was just

new emp oyee that started doing it tiis week nd it had never

happened before you dont hdve to necessar ly notify everyone

in the history

Its kind of the duration of how Jono the unsdfe

prctice had been occurring And so thats Im wondering

10 if that was part of the discussion there cant recall

11 specifically

12 Okay You do recall tYat there o5 arid you

13 dont know who decided like to make the deosion to no for

14 four years rather than six months

15 Well think thnk we had information

16 suggestng that the unsafe practices hac been ooing on for

17 tfit entire span And we know that that is orotice that

18 can result in rransmission so the right thinq to do is to

19 notify all those patients So dont

20 Okay Well why why would you then be

21 taling about six months Because this was dli what youre

22 telling me was all known at that time

23 So dont dont know dont aqain

24 you know this is you know 1/2 years later cant

25 recall the specifics of the conversation that informed these
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notes But in looking at these notes it talks about COC

gutting sniuplus fur al thu positives iduntified during thdt

six month window and ooing very you know active tracking of

those patients in that period when we had transmission

You know obviously when youre notifying 50000

patients keeping your arms around all of them and doinc

active tracking and getting blood on of them is just not

feasible thing to do So you know but again Im trylac tu

interpret notes from you know severaH years ago

10 Okay But theyre theyre yours

11 From /2 years ago

12 Okay

13 Right

14 mean presume you can know better than

15 but it ooks like from July to present as first possible is

16 that on five days question

17 So this would have been in while we were

18 still in

19 Potential to expand to years nefore

20 So this looks like if the duting on here is

21 correct this would have been on the 16th so we woulo have

22 still neen in Las Vegas

23 Okay

24 So think you know the investigation is stil

25 going on as far as the prevalence of this practice havent
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spoken to Mr Lakeman yet so

Okay

Thats the best can co to interpret

And this is final Linda Hubbard okay

Okay

She wouc be in the mult multi patient use

of single use vial category of my two hypotheticals correct

Yes

And so she would be not best practices but

10 totally aseptic and safe

11 Well she wasnt aseptic She didnt have

12 Oh right She had

13 hand hygiene

14 She had ttie glove problem

15 She didnt perform bane hygiene She had the

16 meds in the patient care area So she was not aseptic

17 Yeah youre right But mean her she was

18 not reusing She was solely multi usino the vials correct

19 She was Lot reusing needles and syringes to

20 re enter vials

21 Right

22 She was reusing vials for multiple patients

23 So she wasnt double dipping

24 Correct

25 Okay Thank you
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THE COURT All right Mr Staudaher redirect

MR STAUDAHER Yes And know its close to luncfl

so will try to be as brief as possible

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR STAUDAHER

In your lets take off witri where Mr Wright

just left off Ms Hubbard You were asKed about her

prcctices correct whether they were aseptic or not and yoi

said tney werent

10 Correct

11 And even in your notes and if you have to refer

12 to those thats fine too beside the f0ct that she was ooing

13 the glove thing was there other thing or were there other

14 thinos that you observed her doing that the state of her

15 bacK table where the medications were being housed how she

16 handleo the syringes in certain situations with the patients

17 that cansed you some concern

18 Yes So you know obviously there were as

19 Ive stated previously multiple open vials of propofol so

20 she was pooling vials of propofol And there were instances

21 and nave to look at the notes but where she would let me

22 refer just to..

23 Im sorry Its going to take one second Do you

24 have

25 Its near the back
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Okay Right So multiple she also at

certain paints had mutiple syringes of propofol left on the

table netween cases during cases So if and never saw

this happen but if you know you gave some propofol to

patlei nd set the syringe don next to other clean syringes

h0t you bad pe drawn and werent paying attention and

gr0bbec ue wronc one theres the potential you know for

usino used syringe or patient didnt see that happen

wth her

10 So you didnt actually see her grab used

11 syrinqe and use it on nei patient but she was mixing the

12 are0 wsere they were with used and new syringes

13 Yes

14 So we have

15 Or she would set down the used syringe cnd

16 Thats what meant

17 Rioht

18 Okay So we not multiple bottles of open

19 propcco weve got syrinoes that are filled we have syringes

20 th0.t have neen used dropped near or put near areas where

21 syrinqes thiat hadnt been used were being kept is that fdrf

22 Correct

23 And then the general state of clutter or lack

24 thereof of her station or the area that she was working did

25 th0.t give you any concern
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Again just for you know for yes for if

you grab the wrong ttng nd get mixed up And as said you

know had concerns of her coughing into her hands and not

doing hand hygiene doing these prep of meds in patient care

area

So at least tfe potential based on what you saw

directly in front ft you wth Ms Hubbard of really breacn

comine circnmsances arose

Right Correct

10 Now over1u that and counsel asked you about

11 specific things where you were you know you eliminated the

12 scopes for whatever iecscJi then you eiminated this and you

13 eliminated that as rdl ds mechanisms of transmission correct

14 Yes

15 You were left with the one that you actually

16 observed and saw and had people admit to you that they did it

17 Yes

18 One ft ftc thinqs you were asked specifically oy

19 Mr Wright was regardlug speed speeo and isolation meaning

20 speeJ of procedures anc soJation think you said didnt

21 necessdrily have an impact correct

22 Yes

23 Overlay speed of the turnover though which is

24 what you said it doesnt think you used caveated that

25 by saying it wasnt turnover correct
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dont recall

that you were conscering

Well Im sorry Can you dont

Bad question The speed of the turnover

meaning patient rollinc in patient rdlluio cut patient

rolling in patient rolling out

Yes

Overlay that with what you scw in Ms Hubbards

situation

10 just think it can up the chances of mdking

11 mistake but assuming you dont make dnyA7ay yes

12 Go ahead

13 No it the faster youre doing something you

14 know Id be concerned tbat you cn miss step or something

15 can happen and you can make mistake

16 Okay So overlay the speed tc degree that it

17 taxes the employee the person doinc the the healthcare

18 piovider to such degree that they ae having trouble keeping

19 up woud that be also prcblem overlying these other things

20 that you saw

21 Sure that could be concern

22 So when you bring wYen ycu talked about

23 totality of the circumstances

24 MR kJRIGHT Objection Objection We didnt talk

25 about totality of the circumstances This isnt tort case
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THE COURT Well

MR STAUDAHER think oid you use thar wro
THE WITNESS thought did but..

THE COURT think okay think she did

MR STAUDAHER Thats why was asking it It came

up on cross

THE COURT Thats fine Its overruled

THE WITNESS Because we were asking that

isolation

10 THE COURT believe that that was her phrcise SO

11 you can ask her what sfe means or whatever So Mr Staucaher

12 go ahed and sate your question

13 MR STAUOAHER Thank you Your Honor

14 BY MR STAUDAHER

15 When you said totality of the circumsrances

16 mean were you looking at like speed and isolation or this in

17 isolation or were you looking at everything that you

18 iniiestigcited

19 Were lookIng at the totality of care of all

20 these fdctors tooether

21 Mr Wrigit also used the word multiple times

22 absolutely safe you know when he was describing those

23 practices In those settings overlaying the speed the

24 clutter the open bottles all that kind of stuff even if you

25 were fo lowing those practices do you think its absolutely
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safe under those conditions to perform the acts like Mr

Wright described

Well think as saic to Mr Wright CDC

doesnt recommend those practices for reason so dont

think that theyre absolutely safe

There is risk

Yeah

Now in fact with Mr Lakerrdn he acknowledged

did he not that there was risk and that just took steps

10 to minimize that risk

11 Yes

12 So this isnt guest on abeut whether or not

13 people perceive or dont perceive something ds being risky or

14 not risky you have admissions to that effect

MR WRIGHT Objection

16 THE COURT Yeah Thats sustained Im not sure

17 why either but

18 MR WRIGHT And it

19 THE COURT Mr Wright sustained your objection

20 so thats enough

21 MR WRIGHT Oh sorry

22 THE COURT Mr Stdudaher can you rephrase the

23 question

24 MR STAUDAHER Ill move on

25 THE COURT or move on
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BY MR STAUDAHER

And clarl3i safety and risk are something that

you look at every day correct

Its something consider in these

investigations and with the work do at CDC yes

And as you said CDC has the practices in place

he best oractices for reason

Right

In situation wel strike that

Im going to go to your artic for just minute

11 Which one

Now Im talking and lets get to the rioht

article

14 HR STAUDAHER And move for admission didnt

15 hear what the

16 THE COURT And believe Mr Wrigit wants you to

have

18 MR WRIGHT Objection

IC THE COURT chance to reac the article Do yoi

26 have any objection

21 MR WRIGHT Yes

THE COURT Okay

Li MR STAUDAHER The article that he questioned

/4 Okay Im sorry

2R THE COURT No thought you were talking about the
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article from yesterday

MR STAUDAHER No Im talking about the one today

rhe

THE COURT Oh Im sorry

MR WRIGHT Yes

THE COURT That one was admitted correct or no

you din wn that aornltted

MR WRIOHT No

THE COURT Okay Thats not drrtted and that

10 hasnt been

11 MR WRIGHT She simply

12 THF COURT Jt h0snt been marked Thats fine

13 Ok0y

14 MR STAUDAHER Okay would like to

15 THE COURT Just so were clear was confused

16 about which ruicle you were asking

17 BY MR STAUDAHER

18 Im talking about the one entitled Infection

19 control of ambulatory surnical centers and it

20 appears to be publishec JAMA the Journal of the American

21 Medic0l Association

22 Yes

23 MR STAUDAHER And would move for at least it to

24 be courts exhibit before were done today so we have that

25
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BY MR STAUDAHER

But in this article in JAMA pee reviewed

journal

Yes

mean scientlfcally uccepted in the public arid

the like

Yes

The joirru ycu ieferred to yesterday and

somewhat today the coal Infect ous Disease journal is

10 that likewise peer rev ewec journal thats accepted arid used

11 and relied upon in toe medicul corrwnunity

12 Yes

13 In this particolur instance is it important

14 when you do studies to mean sample size if you are

15 looing at populaticr study important

16 Yes

17 The sma 1cr he sample sze or larger the sample

18 size does it have ari effect

19 It cun yes

20 In this particulur case you said that there were

21 three states involved

22 Yes

23 in the pilot study

24 Arid those states were what again

25 It was Maryland Oklahoma and North Carolina
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And ir see the information here it says there

were i2 centers in Maryland 16 in North Carolina and 20 in

Oklahoma that were reviewed

Yes

So of those three states those 60 what is

it 6i centers

Sixty eioht

Sixty echt Sorry My maths mid today

Sixty eIght centers is your sample sze

10 Yes

11 Nationwime correct mean thats how

12 mean if we talked oout all surgical centers across the

13 nation and you only looked at 68 in tn particular instance

14 In three states

15 Right So you said over 0nd over again this Is

16 not you cant extrapolate to the n0ton nased on this

17 limited sample size

18 We make statement in the article that the

19 pilot was conducted in very in small number and that

20 the findinus may not be generalizab among beyond those 68

21 ambulatory surgical certers that were piloted 3ies we say

22 that

23 And if you would go to Table the one that you

24 referred to specifically under injeotior safety handlino of

25 medications that section
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Yes

You said and Im looking at the numbers here

myself now that you did not observe the practices that were

admitted to or observed by CDC in NevadQ is that correct

any or those locations except for the prcpofol being useo

from patient to patient

So we saw single dose or the group who dic

this so you know including the surveyors did see siroc

dose vials being reusec but didnt see the reuse of syrnoe

10 component that we saw in Las Vegas

11 Okay So needles and syringes used diont see

12 thth reused

13 Needles and syringes used for more than cue

14 patient none of the three states reported that

15 Okay Arid then there was also on section that

16 says new needle new syringe not used to enter medicacn

17 vials for more than one patient

18 Yes And thdt was not observed in any ot the

19 three plot states

20 Now those are in the three pilot states duo

21 the total number that you saw out of the and its got 64

22 here 18 of 64

23 Yeah So Im sorry where oh for the sinole

24 dose vial

25 Under where it says single dose medication
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Yeah So the denominator meaning the 64 there

may be instances where the surveyor oidnt complete that

question So that was why its not 60 There were probably

four instances where you know they didnt observe it or

didnt you know document They left it blank or something

So of the centers that were lookinc at 16

were reusing propofol or the medication vials from

to patient

So 18 of the facilities were using single dose

vials

Eighteen Sorry

not necessarily propofol but single dose

vials

Somethinc

Somethinc medication labeled as single dose

than one pat ent

Does tnat make it okay

No

In fact it goes against the reconmendatioris

youve talked about correct

Yes Which is yes

Now you said the purpose of this study was to

develop an infection control sheet for people that went in to

look at these clinics or these ambulatory care centers so

that they would know wtat to look for
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Right So we developed it and this was piloting

it so that it could be used more widespread beyond these three

states

So is it fair to say that prior to that the

agencies that dio that didrt necessarily have road map to

follow as to what to look for when tiey went to inspect

So dont wart to speak for Medicares process

other than to say think we both agreed that having

standardized tool focusing on encouraging surveyors to

10 actually do observations of practices in standardized manner

11 was necessary and important

12 And that was the purpose of this

13 Yes

14 Mr Wright asked you the question about by doing

15 what youre talking about with the patients or what he was

16 alKing about with the patients with you know reusing

17 syringe on one patient with one vial and then thrnwing the

18 whole set away do you remember that

19 Mmhnrn

20 That if you follow that practice and its not

21 the recommendation clearly but if you follow that practice

22 you didnt see how that would create some sort of infection in

23 he next patient or at least

24 Well the vial wouldnt be used on the next

25 patient Their syringe and needle wouldnt be used on the
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next patient so there is no next patient so there cant be

ransmissicn because youve thrown it all away for his

scenario

So thats in setting where youve got the time

-c do those thinos appropriately oorreot

Its again cant say the setting but if

its tue practice that you are throwing everything away

Would you consider that still acting safely and

prudent and economically to do it that way

10 Its not recommended by CDC so thats all can

11 say

1/ Now wnen you were here in Las Vegas and

subsequently going back for the initial part of the sort of

communications that Mr Wright was talking to you about were

15 you aware of any instances where propofol had been reported as

16 having been moveo from room to room by CRNA5

17 So when was in Las Vegas doing the field

19 investigation was aware of reports of propof ol moving room

19 -o rcom no

/0 So if that was information that you had would

21 That have undermined made no difference or supported your

22 ultimate conclusions in this case

23 Well keeping in mind we didnt have room

24 assignments for patients to know you know they could have

25 all been in the same room but yes that that supports our
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conclusions

mean if and Im saying when ask that

question Im assuming at this point and weve got actually

the evidence now that theres been way to determine the

rooms of the patients

Richt

Ano that there was evicence that propofol moved

from room to ioom

Anc theres evidence think from the exhibit

10 yesterday that there were cases in both rooms is that

11 Correct

12 Sc yes propof 01 moving room to room would

13 strenothen our conclusions about propofol contaminated

14 propcth beinc the vector

15 Lasc question for you All the pieces of

16 information tttrcs that youve been shown in court the

17 looKing back OF tlnoscht all the experience you have now

18 everything tha you know is there anything that one would

19 have done differently or that you feel has come to light that

20 woud chance alter your ultimate conclusion that this

21 infection cutbrea occurred through unsafe inection

22 practices the types tf at ycu observed and heard about axid saw

23 here

24 My conclusion is stil that think this

25 outbreak occurrec from unsafe injection practices through the
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reuse of syringes to enter propofol vials and then using those

vials for multiple patients

MR STAUDAHER Pdss the wtness Your Honor

THE COURT All right Mr Santacroce any recross

MR SANTACROCE Yes an ou read the juror

questions because wantec to lIow up on cne of those

THE COURT Of okay All right We have some juror

questions up here and Ill us SK them this point

juror had asked and think \Ou rndy have already covered

10 this after the question came in but Ill ust ask you anyway

11 Did you ever witness Linda Hubbard double dip with the

12 propofo to re dose patient wtile she was poolino the vials

13 THE WITNESS did no

14 THE COURT All riqht Was Dr Fischer Langley also

15 in training during the time thd you were inspecting the

16 Endoscopy Center of Southern Nevada

17 THE WITNESS Yes she was

18 THE COURT During your inspection cf the enooscopy

19 center you had six months of CDC experience You now have

20 five additional years of CDC experierce In hindsiqht would

21 you have done anything differently during tne inspection or

22 looked more deeply into other areas of the clinic now that

23 youre more experienced investigator

24 THE WITNESS No

25 THE COURT Is it part of the CDC mission to disclose
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unsafe practices to local authorities who have enforcement

authority over healthcare facilities that you inspect

THE WITNESS So would need little bit more

context for that Is that like assuminc that report comes

directly to CDC about an unsdfe practice or somethinn that we

identify dudng like an Epi Aid investication lice hIs

THE COURT Either way

THE WITNESS So

THE COURT Lets say you earr of dl

10 THE WITNESS Do ycu want me to 30

11 THE COURT Yeah do both how th0t works

12 THE WITNESS So if we are in so ocino -his

13 investigation were there at the invit0tion of the health

14 department right So were sharing with tncn hat were

15 finding and then the health department has duthority to

16 either take whatever action in their jurisdictico So theyre

17 aware

18 If CDC gets an independent report coming In throuqh

19 email or something of something unsafe were qoing to connect

20 thdt reporter with the health department to dc appropriate

21 follow up because again as Ive said we cant just go into

22 state on our own and do whatever we want

23 So we do our best If we get report of an unsafe

24 practice that isnt anonymous that can be tracked somewhere

25 If its anonymous well write back and say you shoulo let the
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health department know this is bad you should you know

whatever do XI or But if we can you know make the

connectIon we try to no that so it can be followed up

THE COURT Abe then if the health department of

whatever state wants to invite the CDC to assist the

investigation they car do that right

THE WITNESS They can do that yes

THE COURT Ard then do you make enforcement

recorwnendations to state authorities such as you know cluse

10 the clinic or you know whatever

11 THE WITNESS You know dont know how to answer

12 that you know we will talk to them and maybe mctke

13 recommendations about have you engaged the licensinu board

14 the physician or nurse you know have you have you engaoeo

15 the requlatory folks to come in and GO an assessmen So

16 there is some of that discussion gong on depending or the

17 scenaric and if its warranted

18 THE COURT Okay Mr Santacroce

19 MR SANTACROCE Thank you

20 REROSS EXAMINATION

21 BY MR SANTACROCE

22 wanted to follow up on that one question that

23 asked you if you would as you lookec back in hindsight if

24 you wood have done anything differert Okay

25 Okay
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As understand it you left Nevada you hing

the investigative team left Nevada in mid January 2008

correct

Yes

And you left prelirrLrary findings report when

you left correct

Yes

And that finding was what you stated here that

you belIeved the trnsmissicn was throuoh propofol

10 Yes

11 And that opinion has never changed correct

12 That is still my opinion yes

13 Ano then when you got back to Atlanta after the

14 middle of January did you do any follow up investigation

15 Can you be more specific Talking to Mr

16 Lakeman or

17 Whatever

18 Yeah mean calleo Mr Lakeman as part of

19 that investigation And then need you to be more specific

20 because

21 Lets talk 0Jxut Mr Lakeman When you qot back

22 to Atlanta you talked to Mr Lakeman on the telephone

23 Idid

24 And one of the things he told you which you had

25 not observed was that biopsy equipment was being reused
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Correct Thats what he stated

Did you follow up on that poitiou of tho

investigation

So when we left the investigation is still

going on through the Southern Nevada Health District folks

rHht So than was communicated to them and they continued to

do the ground investigation to look at believe purchase

records or whatever else But going bacK again we still

it ultimately hasnt changed my conclusion necause not all of

10 our pat1ents got biopsies

11 Im not asking you that mciam Im asking you

if you did follow up regarding the reuse of the biopsy

ii equipment

14 So beieve the Southern Nevada Health District

1k was doing that

J6 What did they do

17 cant speak to theyd have to answer that

iS think they looked at purchase records but Im not

19 Well how do you base your opinion that the

70 Southern Nevada Health District foliowed up cn that

21 Because believe there were conversations and

22 Ive seen previously they have report havent you know

23 adclressino some of that didnt specifically review that

24 whole report for this testimony and so thats all can

2R say
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When you got back to Atlanta you knew that the

souio patiatit on July 25 2007 and tbe inbocted patbent the

only one that day thats been reported to us both had

biopsies conect

Correct

Ano now you had information from Mr Lakerran

h0t biopsy equipment Yad been reused correct

Correct

What did you do to follow up on that possible

10 which youve already Indicated was possible means of

11 transmission Did you do any further investigation regarding

12 The sorne patient Mr Washington and the reuse of the

13 biopsy eguipment

14 Well so while we were on site biopsy equipment

15 was not being reused so was not so concerned about going

16 bacK to Them and sayinc stop doing something didnt observe

17 you dcThg in the first place But Southern did not

18 inoepenoetly do anything further about the biopsy equipment

19 That was communicated back to the health department for follow

20 up

21 Maam by your own admission in your report you

22 noted that the investgation took place five months after the

23 infection dates and you had concerns that the practices

24 werent the same as they occurred on the transmission dates

25 You noted that in your findings and on the last page of your
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report that it was concern to you

We noted in the

MR STAUDAHER Is there question

MR SANTACROCE Yes

THE COURT re or yes

MR SANTACROCE That is the question

THE COURT Ok 115 that correct

THE WITNESS So we noted the limitations of our

study that we were not present in July nd September to

10 observe the practices nut by out observation or Im sorry

11 Dr Langleys observdtion syringe reuse was happening even

12 while we were there nc wa not new practice and by my

13 interview with Mr Lakeman the same thing

14 BY MR SANTACROCE

15 So the fcict that you didnt observe it didnt

16 mean that it didnt nappen because you had new evidence new

17 testimony new information that biopsy equipment had been

18 reused and that the two people in question en one of the

19 infection dates both had tiopsies correct

20 Yes

21 You also became aware tnt yoc had some

22 incorrect information on your trip report specifically the

23 table specifically that Mr Lakeman hao started both heplocks

24 on July 25 2007 when that wasnt true

25 became aware of that yesterday yes
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Thats the first time

bulisvs yss

And did you become aware of tnis fact yesterday

that the one RN had started heplocks on one two three four

five six seven of the infected patents on September 21

2007

Yes

Okay that the frst tine yesteiday

That you pointed out tf at yes

10 So there was there Yas been no interview

11 prior to yesterday of Lynette Campbell who started those

12 heplocks

13 By us dont recal who we interviewed at tue

14 facility We may have talked to Ms Campbell dont

15 recall

16 Do you recall if she was even working there when

17 you were there

18 dont recall

19 The interview with Mr Lkerrn when he talKed

20 about double dipping procedure or doubie diopine he

21 emphatically told you thdt he never reused the same needle and

22 syringe on multiple patients isnt tnat correct

23 From patient to patient correct he did say

24 that

25 Now Mr Wright had asked you about the changing
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procedures over the years of recorrmendations from CDC All of

the CPNAs that you interviewed were all trained in The COs

anc JQs isnt that true

dont know

Well theyre much older than you are drert

they

They are older than am yes

Ano the testimony has been in this courtr cm

th0t most of them were trained in the 60s and 70s Do you

10 know w.dt the procedores were in the 60s and 70s for the

11 reuse of multiple dose vials of medication

12 cant answer that wasnt practiciro tne

13 GOs or 70s

14 Were you practicing in 198c when propofol came

15 out

16 No

17 You dont know what the procedures were for

18 these trained CPNAs in 1985 when propofol came out isnt

19 that correct

20 dont know what the procedure for these four

21 were nc

22 But we do know that all of the CPNAs at the

23 facilitIes were using the same procedures werent they

24 No thats not correct

25 Okay Tell me how they were different
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Ms Hubbard was not reusing needles and syringes

to enter the ptupofol vials nor was believe one of the

Virinies that you spoke to Mr Mathahs and Mr hakeman were

the only two that Im aware of that were reusing needles and

syringes to go back into the propofol vials for multiple

patients

That you were aware of

Correct

So if there were other testimony in this

10 courtroom that you werent aware of you would have no

11 knowledge of that correct

12 Correct

13 Ano the fact of the matter is

14 MR STAUDAHER Your Honor Im going to object to

15 that think it mischar0cterizes the testimony that has

16 come in in this case

17 MR SANTACROCE The Court as already instructed the

18 jury numerous times about the recol.ection

19 THE COURT Thats sustained But again ladies and

20 gentlemen its your recollection dont recall hat

21 but..

22 BY MR SP3NTACROCE

23 All of the CRNAs were reusing propofol correct

24 For multiple patients yes

25 So they all had that in common
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Yes

Nuw Mt Staudaher asked you dbout prupuf ci

moving from room to room and you said oh that would support

my concusion correct

If there are cases in separate rooms yes

Wouldnt there have to be proof that hose cases

in separate rooms tne propofol had been moved from room to

room Looking at this chart again remember we went ever this

yesterday two rooms

10 Yes

11 One two three people infected in Room one

12 two toree people infected in Room

i3 Mmhmm

14 Wouldnt there have to be some evidence that

15 propcfo actually went from Room to Room at or near the

16 sane time that these people were infected

17 MR STAUDAHER Objection Calls for legal

18 concluson and it belies the testimony nd the evidence

19 MR SANTACROCE It does not

20 THE COURT Well no think it doesnt call for

21 leoal conclusion You can make she caC make factual

z2 concluson if that would call for some transfer from one room

23 to the other Assumino that you know the chart indicates

24 tdnt thie top people are one room and the bottom people are

25 second different room
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THE WITNESS Okay So assuming assuming that

dn that we havt this oiang is the suurce patient then for

These green patients in another room to be infected yes the

propmio contaminated propofol vial or vector would have at

some pont prior to these peoples procedure have to have gone

into uotneK room

BY MR SANTAROE

The infected bottle would have had to go into

h0t rocm correct

10 Am infected vial whether it was an orioinal one

11 or whether the cont0mination was perpetuated to other vials

12 somcYow the virus would have had to go from this room to that

li other room before these pctients procedures yes

14 And when you did your investigation you didnt

15 even kncw what room these patients were in did you

16 No

17 Anc in fact when Mr Staudaher told you that

18 propro was moving from room to room and again this is my

19 recollection of the testimony the jury can recollect their

20 owr but the evidence has been that it only moved from room to

21 room in the late afternoon during the last procedures OKay

22 Knowinq those facts would it change your opinion

23 Well we were told that propofol didnt move

24 from room to room Youre saying that it did

25 No Im not saying that Mr Staudaher told you
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that And saying that what the evidence suggesteo so far

that it did muve fluff ruum tc ruum except in the late

afternoon when they were closing down

MR STAUDAHER That actually is incorrect based on

Mr that we have box of stuff that goes from room to room

that we had testimon cf that had

THE COURT Au ioht

MR SANTACROCE And you have not identified that

propco went in hic box from room to rocm

10 THE COURT Oicay Ask them okay Again

11 obvicusly its the jurys recollecton Thats disputed what

12 the evidence and The rfeences are Mr Santacoce ask your

13 question is

14 MR SANTACRCPE Would that change

15 THE COURT If the evidence were or if your

16 understanding was that the propofol moved at the end of the

17 day would that affect your opinion or..

18 MR SANTACROCE What she said

19 THE WITNESS Thank you So If the vector of

20 transmission the contaminated vial whatever moved to the

21 room after these patierts procedures that would have an

22 impact on you know my conclusion that thats how

23 transmission could have occurred

24 MR SANTACROCE Very good Thank you maam

25 THE COURT Mr Wright
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MR WRIGHT Yep

THE COURT Any itcruss

MR WRIGHT Recross and reculcr cross forgot

something

THE COURT Oh okay

RECROSS EXAIkINATION

BY MR WRIGHT

On the totality of c0re you were out there

looking for hygiene problems any krd of prcblems you

10 observed that were inconsistent with best practices you would

11 bring to their attention correct

12 We would try to cet aocicssed yes

13 Okay Thats that was the totality of the

14 care you were looking at is th0t f0ir

15 mean what were lonkinc at is not limited to

16 just infection control mean were lockino at order of

17 patients Were looking RE

18 Okay

19 you know all so thcts the totality of

20 care the general practices in the faclity

21 Okay And anywhere in your trip report does it

22 talK about the likelihood of transmissIon of hepatitis

23 because of the speed of the procedure

24 It does not

25 Okay Because that was not concern at all
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correct

You knuw we fluted that tbey did high vulume

of procedures with quick turnover And so when you do quick

turnaround of rooms through procedures there is possibility

of making mistakes as opposed to if youre taking lonc

time

Okay Wheres that noted in there

Its not in the report well in the report

actually hold or dont think its explicitly noted in tnle

10 report What was looking for is think we mentioned the

11 volume of patients seer for tworoom facility but we cii

12 not exp icitly

13 Right You said they co 50 to 60 proceoures

14 day

15 Yes

16 Thats what they reported and thats whdt they

17 were donu and thats what they did on the dates in question

18 correct

19 Yes

20 And theres nowhere that that raised any

21 concerns about gee maybe thats why hepatitis was the

22 method cf transmission correct

23 Yeah We didnt address that in the report

24 correct

25 Okay Because it wasnt correct Do you think
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that was the method of transmission

think tht rtust uf sytings in the medicakion

vials that they used is the method of transmission and why

that happened is not what youre what Im

Right And you dont deal with anythino at all

in your epidemiological study regarding Knowledge intent

ris the mental component that the criminal law deals with

right

We dont do criminal Investigation but

10 obviousLy we do ask you know why vJas this practice Going on

11 mean Mr Lakeman incxicated you know that he thought he

12 was being safe by doinc it holding the plunger down So

13 again Its getting at the mechanism of why would you think

14 this is okay

15 Okay But you find youre looking for what

16 happened regardless of accident It makes no difference at

17 all you want stop what happened Whether its mistaken

18 belief whether its misunderstandino misapprehension you

19 want to stop it correct

20 do but also want to try tc learn why it

21 happened so that can we can educate others about takIng

22 those factors out of play

23 Okay

24 But yes youre right want to stop it from

25 happening
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Okay But there isnt anything in your report

roatding wheth It was accidental thiough nLisundetstanding

through miseducation or whether it was intentional or

knowing absolutely knowing exactly what the rules are and

urning blind eye to them none of th0t is addresseo in your

frdings and conclusions correct

We do not address the intent in the report

But

Correct

10 Okay Correct

11 You dont in any report Youre not criminal

12 investigator are you

13 lamnot

14 Okay Have you seen this fore
15 dont think have dont think so Oh

16 yes think have seen this before but this is from

17 2006

18 several years aqo Yeah

19 Okay And what is that

20 So its provider education from California

21 about Medicare Part

22 And thats CMS stuff

23 Yes

24 Okay And its talkinc aut what as far as

25 CMS arm of the federal government what single use vial is
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correct

Yes

Okay And thats in the date on it is 2006

Okay

Ano Id asked you about did they change things

in 200 do you recal

Well so they have issued you know differect

policy related to this hut cant tell you the date that

poHcy came about

10 Okay This is an old one

11 This is old

12 MR WRIGHT Okay Id move its admission

Jo MR STAUDAHER No objection

14 THE COURT All right There being no objection and

JR or the record thats exhibit what Mr Wright

16 MR WRIGHT

17 THE COURT Exhibit will be admitted

18 Defendants Exhibit Ni admitted

19 MR WRIGHT Youre going to get clean copy

20 Hnaudible

21 THE COURT Okay Because thats ycur highlighting

22 May see counsel at the bench please

23 Of record bench conference

24 THE COURT Im told that lunch is not too far off

25 so Everybody okay No
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JUROR NO 13 said okay

THE COURT Oh okay was hoping you weie saying

no Im not okcy Im hungry we need to go to lunch

JUROR NO 14 Well my stomachs growling

THL CTTRT All right Well finish up here soon and

rhat way the witress wfos from out of state will be free to

leave Mr WrioL go ahead

BY MR WRICHT

This is provider education bulletin

10 article for tastoge of drugs in single dose vials correct

11 Correct

12 Arficle text Im looking uh oh Questions

13 have arsen reoaroing Medicare coverage for wastage of drugs

14 from single use vials that contain more medication than the

15 amount reguireo by one or more patients If provider must

16 discard the remlinder of single use vial after administerino

17 portion to Medicare patient or patients Medicare will

18 cover the disoaroed drug 0long with the amoant administered

19 Single Lse val and this 15 bulletin that pertains

20 billno practoes for clinics or CMS gualifying

21 certfyiig whatever correct

22 You produced the bulletin so dont know

23 mean Ive seen the bulletin before but cant

24 didnt havent looked cant answer that

25 Well what are these bulletins generally for
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think theyre for you said the title is

providni ducdtiun bulletin Cu its going tu their piuvider

group guess

And used for what

To inform men It does say below Billing

for drug waste example so Im nuessing its for billing

Okay dont want you to quess mean you

work with

It says for billino for dont work for CMS

10 didnt generate this docurrent so you know

11 understand you dont worK

12 MR STAUDAHER Well -o the extent that hes asking

13 her to interpret the document would object to that

14 THE COURT Right ThGts aIr

15 MR WRIGHT Im not asking fler to interpret it

16 Its in evidence and Tm eadino it

17 MR STAUDAHER believe he asKed what it means and

18 what its for so

19 THE COURT All right

20 MR WRIGHT Youre right

21 THE COURT If she if 3ou dont know

22 BY MR WRIGHT

23 Im asking do you have knowledge

24 Ive seen the document

25 of what these provaer education Medicare
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Part bulletins are sent out to the providers for

No

Single use vial Medicares definition of

single use vial is vial that has volume suitable for

administration to one or more patients For ex0mple vial

of medication contains enough for three patierts nd dl

hree patients axe scheduled to come in for aominsrdtion on

the same day likely for the same reasor The manufacturer

stctes that af er opening the open vial is ocod for only

10 hours at which time any remaining medication must be

11 discarded Administering this medication to all tnree

12 patients within 12 hours of opening the cont0lner fits the

13 definiton of single use Medicare will cover reasonable

14 amounts of wasted drugs from single use
15 Did read that correctly

16 That is what it says

17 Okay Medicare is not followino best prdctices

18 roht

19 Correct

70 Okay So this arm of the federal government

21 says if you have 50 and it has six hour time to use it

22 and you have patients you can use it on wittæn that period of

23 tme you can it is single use by definition to use it on

24 all three of them correct

25 That is what this document says
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One arm of the federal government doesnt listen

tu ai yuu pdlt uf thu fedural guvernment CDC

Yes

MR WRIGHT No further questions

THE COURT All ight We have another juror

question up here juror wants to know if one time use bite

blocks were soaking in the first tub of disinfectant with

three to ten scopes being cleaned ano soaked in the

disinfectant as well if the tub containing the scopes the

10 bite blocks and the disinfectant is all full of fecal matter

11 can the hep be transferred from one scope to another or from

12 scope to bite block or so forth

13 THE WITNESS So thats totally gross And so Im

14 just going to acknowledge that as you ll know Im just

15 going to put that out there But that would not be an

16 efficient mechanism of transmission for the virus from one

17 patient to anorher

18 THE COURT Arid why Can you explain for us why

19 that is

20 THE WITNESS So and you know dont work in the

21 division of viral hepatitis think youll be hearing

22 from well wont co there But its blood borne virus

23 so its really blood to blood So when we you know so

24 its you know youve got youx syrirge that has blood that

25 introduces the blood to the vial and it goes directly into tue
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IV of the patient But putting the scopes all into dirty

water together but riot using that same scope Its just

its not its just not how youre going to see it

transmitted

THE COURT Now you could potentially if you know

have hepatitis virus on scope from blood of patient onto

the scope correct

THE WITNESS You could have yes you could have

virus on the scope fo lowing the procedure yes

10 THE COURT Okay But its not likely the if

11 understand you

12 THE WITNESS Its going to the virus is going to

13 jump ttrough the water and swim onto another scope and then go

14 to the patient that just wouldnt he an efficient way for it

15 to transmit

16 THE COURT Is it possible method or is that

17 beyond your expertise

18 THE WITNESS dont tnIn thats its

19 little bit Im going to say its beyond my expertise but

20 dont dont see tfat as way to do it

21 THE COURT Okay And then the same question the

22 next question is sort of related it lets just -- if

23 virally infected scope or bite block went from solution to the

24 water would that potentidlly then put the virus into the

25 water solution or the water the rinse
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THE WITNESS mean so like if youve got virus on

pItCt uf uguipmnt dnd put it into the water mean

theoretcally cuess it could you know

THE COURT Okay Follow up State

FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BV MR STAUDAHER

Just on the one diagram or the item that you

were snown the exhibit by defense counsel that was from

CAifornia correct not Nevada

10 It said California Well it was

11 And it was from 2006 not 2000 late 2007

12 correct

In Correct

14 Is that right

Thats what based on what saw in the

16 report yes

17 MR STAUDAHER Nothing further Your Honor

15 THE COURT Mr Santacroce

19 MR SANTACROCE lust have follow up to that

20 jurors guestion

/1 FURTHER RECROSS EXAMINATION

22 BY MR SANTACROCE

2i Do you know how long hep virus lasts outside

24 of the body

25 So think there have been studies showing on
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surfaces anywhere from 16 hours but not beyond four days

think what in aware of iii the literature

So its and think that substantiates one of

the experts that was here It can live from 16 hours to days

Correct That is my understanding from the

literature

Arc it could live in that water for that amount

of time

It can _ive on surfaces dont know if they

10 looKed withir water or solution but at least the virus can

11 survive outside of tne body for that length of time yes

12 MR SANTACROCE Thank you

13 THE COURT Mr Wright

14 MR WRIGHT just want to be clear

15 FURTHER RECROSS EXAMINATION

16 BY MR WRI1HT

17 Meoicare is federal program correct

18 It is yes

19 mean this isnt State of California This is

20 California puvider bulletin

21 Correct

22 for Medicare the federal program defining

23 single use as you can use it for more than one patient

24 correct

25 Yes
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MR WRIGHT Thank you

THE COURT Mr Staudahtr

MR STAUDAHER Nothing

THE COURT Any additional juror questions for the

witness All right No additional juror questions Ladies

and gentlemen were goinq to take uur luncn break Well be

in recess for an hour which pam us at 145

During the lurch breaK youre reminded that youre

not to discuss the case with each otter or anyone else

10 Youre not to read watch or listen to any reports of or

11 commentaries on the case person or subject matter relating to

12 the case Dont do any ndepenoent esearcn by way of the

13 Internet or any other medico and pease dont form or express

14 an opinion on rhe trial

Notepads in your chairs Follow the officer through

16 the rear door

17 Jurors recessec at 1243 p.m
18 THE COURT And maam dont discuss your testimony

19 with anyone else who may be witness this rase

20 THE WITNESS Am excused

21 THE COURT Youre excused

22 THE WITNESS so can catch my flight

23 THE COURT Exactly Shes free to leave Youre

24 excused and

25 THE WITNESS And so can ciscuss with
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THE COURT Well you cant discuss with like the CCC

peupl whu dre guing to testify

THE WITNESS Okay But if my supervisor asks you

know dd you go

THE COURT Yes thats fine You con toll them you

know you testified you were here for boo time But what

we dont want

THE WITNESS obviously wont t01k to mther

witnesses like

10 THE COURT Right Like heres wflar

11 THE WITNESS Okay Not problem

12 THE COURT they asked me ard hcres hdt the

13 jurors wanted to Know and heres what said th0ts whdt we

14 dort want you doing

1R THE WITNESS No not problem Th0nk you for

16 c1ariyng

17 THE COURT with anybody else wuc may be

18 witness

19 THE WITNESS Thank you for cl0rif3iing

20 THE COURT Okay Thank you

21 And you all can go to lunch

22 Court recessed at 1245 p.m until 153 p.m
23 Jurors reconvene at 153 p.m
24 THE COURT Court is now back in session and the

25 State may call its next witness
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MS WECKERLY Gayle Fischer Langley

GAYLE LANGLEY STATES WITNESS SWORN

THE CLERK Please state an spell your first and

last name for the record

THE WITNESS My first name is Gayle C-a

Last name is Lanuley an

THE COURT If ank you Ms Weckerly

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS WECKERLY

10 How are you employed

11 With tne Centers for Disease Control and

12 Preventon in Atlanta

13 An what is your what is your job with the

14 CDC

15 Im currently medical epidemiologist

16 Medical epidemiologist

17 Correct

18 Cam yo cescribe your educational background

19 please

20 Sare received my bachelors degree in

21 business and then went to public health school at the

22 Universty of Michigan and then attended medical school at

23 the University of Rochester in New York And then started

24 and then practiced in pediatrics for four years and

25 then joined the CDC through their epidemic intelligence
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service which is fellow traning fellowship program

And dsciib the plucess that yuu wnc thruugh

to join the CDC in that training feilowship for epidemiology

is that what you said

Correct So its fellowship program You

have to apply You have to write essays and submit your

background information and its selective process in that

there are applicants and they pick certain number for

interviews and then certain number receive the fellowship

10 And hence you were obviously selected Once

11 youre selected do you through the CDC get additional

12 training in epidemiolocy

13 received training in epidemiology when was

14 in publc health school but then received additional

15 training through the prograrr the first two months or

16 training additiona training in epidemiology and then we

17 do applIed training throuqh our asslonments over the two

18 years

19 And where were you assigned initially guess

20 The divsion of viral hepatitis

21 And did that division of viral hepatitis

22 encompass all like hepatitis and

23 Correct

24 And so you have expertise in all of those areas

25 was trained in all those areas correct
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Okay Is that where you were working in January

uf 2008

Yes

And youve since moved to different division

is th0t

Correct

How long did you stay in that fe1lovship in the

division of the hepatitis

was in the fellowshp for two years dnd

10 throughout my fellowship stayed in the division of viral

11 hepatitIs And then moved to anotiner division after

12 comp eted my fellowshp but remainec within COC

ii In early January of 2008 did you come out to

14 Las Veoas to investigate hepatitis outbreak

15 Idid

16 And did you come with your colleague Dr

17 Schdefer

18 laid

19 Can you just describe Low it was that you cane

20 to he assigned to investigate this outbreak

21 So we received the intial cctll The initial

22 call cane to the division of viral hepatitis on believe it

23 was January 2008 and they were the state health

24 department was concerned aut two cases of hepatitis of

25 hepatitis that occurred in patients wYo had recently had
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procedures done at an endoscopy clinic and then third was

iThntid tTh fulluwing day

And was number that was unusually high and also

they had this common they had this procedure at common

location so they were concerned about it So was not on

h0t ictial call but my supervisor who is the branch chief

of the division of virdl hepatitis was concerned about it and

sf0rted involvino me

We typically if theres any type of outbreak

10 intestioation they typically involve ElS off ices and wan

11 rie one who was selected for this assignment

12 Ano whats ElS

Im sorry The epidemic intelligence service

14 which is the fellowsnp

Okay And is it typical for the CDC respond

16 wIth twc inveanicators as you did if this particular case

17 It is common and the reason why went was

18 coming again out of the division of viral hepatitis and then

19 Dr Schaefer was comma from the infection control side of

20 COO wcch is The divsion that shes in And it is very

21 corrmrion to have at least two people come

22 And were you two selected because of your

23 various specialties yours in hepatitis and then hers in the

24 sort of ambulandry care type setting or hospital setting

25 Rioht General infection control yes Thats
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correct

Nuw when yuu arrived in Las Vegas who did you

make contact with

made contact with Brian Labus who was the

senicr epidemioloolst in the local health department

Ann ater you and assume Dr Schaefer was with

you after you men wtY Mn Labus did you all go over to the

facility tha encoscopy center

Ihats correct

10 Anc do you eca1l how long you were there on the

11 first the first nay

12 recal we first had meeting at the local

13 health department or couple hours just ax introductory

14 meeting went over some issues about or some

15 description of wrat oeptitis is with the local health

16 department and they provided some rformation about what they

17 knew so far Anc then we walked over to the clinic as

18 recall either lae that morning or later that afternoon and

19 spent few hours at the clinic that day

20 Now between yourself and Dr Schaefer and the

21 other officials oio you discuss or plan how the investigation

22 was going to work or what steps you were going to take in the

23 investigation

24 Yes in that initial meeting as well

25 Ann what
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Just general

What were you generally what was the plan of

action

Generally with outbreak investinations in

general the first thing we do is railce sore the evidence is

rhere that there is an outbrealc and then we do whats called

case findings So we oetermine if tfere were other patients

that were potentially infected

And the reason why we want to know how mdny or who

10 was infected is because then we start looking fo patterns of

11 whether of how we can explain why people if they were

12 infected at location why thoy ere nfected And then we

13 have we also reviewed what we oenerally look for in terms

14 of the way that the infecticn can be transmitted

15 So we look at infection control practices in general

16 So in this case that included injection pr0ctices the

17 colonoscopy practices and then just qererl ovedll

18 cleanliness and the atmosphere in the clinic

19 So and part of wh0t you did was verify that the

20 cases that they had reported were your opinion acute

21 cases of hepatitis infection

22 Correct

23 And then after that mean did you review

24 charts or records at the center to see if you could determine

25 some sort of commonality or some sort of reason why those
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cases presented

Are yuu talking at the tnduscupy clinic ur dt

the health what records the health department had

At the endoscopy clinic

Yes we did We just initially mean that

was certainly part of the investigation Inuitially we were

just looking their charts in general to get sense from

the pat ents that we knew were infected to get sense of the

procednres of how they were laid out and who hdd oone the

10 procedures But eventually we did corrrenensive chart

11 review

12 Now how long were you at or in Lds Veg0s noing

13 Lhis investigation

14 We were there for ten oays and we started on

15 January believe

16 With your expertise in hepatitis when you

17 caine to investigate this type of outbreak did you have ideas

18 in your head based on your training of what possibJe

19 mechanisms of transmission would exIst at this type of

20 clinic

21 Sure So hepatitis is spread tbJouoh the

u2 blood when it gets into skin or other or whats called

23 mucosal service surfaces So in this type of clinic any

24 of the injection practices were our number one concern

25 Thats been in our experience the most likely cause of the
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of these type of outbreaks or transmissions And then we did

dl5u consider the endoscopic procedure itself or the endoscope

itself

In your investigation did you review or observe

the various parts of the clinic meaning the preop area the

procedure room and the recovery area

We did We did we first had just tour of

the general facility think hct was either the first or

second day But then we spent oreat deal of time observing

10 every part of the clinic We observed the intake area We

11 observed actually the placement of Vs or intravenous

12 catheters We observeo patients being escorted into the room

13 We observed the technicians taking the endoscopes out

14 of the room or the colonoscopes out of the room or into the

15 room We observed tfle actual proceeo we observed the

16 anesthetists actually administering the anesthesia We

17 observed the actual encoscopic procecure and everything after

18 the endoscopic procedure as well as the patients being

19 escorted to the recovery urea

20 When you observed the P15 being olaced or the

21 preop area did you personally obserxe anytning that caused

22 you concern in that part of the facility

23 There was nothing that we observed that was of

24 any concern no

25 And as well in your training and as
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doctor have you seen IVs placed and then saline flush put

through the IV

Yes Thats generally done if theyre not going

to administer the medication right away

Thats the reason for the flush

Yes

To Keep the line open

Make sure its open anc keep it open yeah

Have you seen lines flushed more than once or

10 is it typical that its only flushed one time

11 guess it depends on the situation But in

12 this situation they ddnt flush it more than once

13 You only saw it flusheb one time

14 Correct

15 So nothing based on your Observations of the

16 preop area did that give you any incication of how the

17 hepatitis transmission took place in this instance

18 We couldnt find reason in this instance And

19 guess the other thing left out we also asked aboun which

20 had been implicated in previous outbreaks was the use of

21 glucose monitors sharing of glucose monitors But they dont

22 actually check blood glucose at the clinic so we ruled that

23 out in the preop and postop area as well

24 Okay How about in the procedure rooms what

25 did you observe in that part of the clinic
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